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ABSTRACT
In 1982-83, this program provided instruction in

English as a Second Language and bilingual instruction in four
content areas to 1,690 Spanish, Chinese, Haitian, Greek, and Italian
students_of limi.ted_English proficiency (LEP) at eight daytime- and
eight evening learning centers located- at 15 different sites
throughout New York City. Created in 1972 as an offshoot of a-
monolingual alternative. high school program, this bilingual program
serves a target population which includes students aged 16-21 years
-or older. This year, 90 percent of these students were from low
income families and 82 percent had never previously attended a New
York City high school. The prograWs overall instructional goal was
to provide these LEP students with the English language and cognitive
skills necessary to allow them to pass a high school equivalency
examination. In addition, the program aimed to.provide students with
employment and job training awareness and-opportunities. Based on
these goals, each learning center offered a range of- educational- and
support (career and college counseling) services. Another important
program goal was to encourage staff participation in training and
development activities, including curriculum development. Also,
parents of program students and some adult students were targeted- for
educational and other activities. Quantitative analysis of student
achievement indicated that, for the most part, program participants
made significant gains in English and some gains in native language
skills. (GC -)
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A SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION FOR THE BILINGUAL
PROGRAM IN AUXILIARY SERVICES FOR HIGH SCHOOLS

1982-1983

In 1982-83, the -city-wi de ngua 1 Program in Auxiliary Services
for High Schoolt provided.-instruction in-E.S.-L. and bilingual -instruction
in four content areas for -1;690 Spanish,, Chinese, Haitian, Greek and
Italian students_ of limited English_ profidieney (LEP-) at eight daytime-

and _eight -evening learning -centers_ located at- 15 ;different sites throiighout
the city. Created ln 1972 as an-offshoot of az monolingual -alternati ve-
high -school program,, the -bilingual program in A.S.K.S. serves a target_
-populati whith- includes students -aged: 16- to 21 years_ ,(56.3,Tercent) ,

or. Older: Thls year, - -90 percent of these--students were from _low-income
,fami -11 es and ,82 .percent -`had- :never attended _a-New York-- City- high School
=before= enteringthe-_Prograri.Thiis, this is not _primer ,ly- a -dropout
program.

rn, this _first year of a_ new three-yearif nclilig--CyCle,, the program
was supported by _a_ combination- of Title , Title XI II -, ,basic tax- levy,
and the New_ York:, Sta_te Educational -Consortium funds. The pregranii s.

-overa 11 instructional goa-l_Was to provide__LEP -students_ with the prepare-

ti onr-i n-- English language_ and cognitive ski 11s necessary to- al-low them to

Pass- the High SchoolsiEquiValeneY -ExaMi nation. In addition; it -aimed -to
provide s tudents- with employment and- job, training: awareness_ and_ opportuni-,
ties._ Based -on these goals, each learning -Center offers a range of
educational and- support Services. There- it_ an emphasis on- career and
College -planning,_ and the- highly. Strut-timed we_17-tailored- to-
the needs of each language component, allows -for individuallY- paced-
learni ng_ Within_ an ungraded; four---leVe 1 framewOrk. Students exit the-
program-when they -are- "mainstreamed" --into the -English language A.-S.H.S.
program or eafertliVif:SX. diploma. The phi Toiti-pliycifthilirogfatiVil

that studentt wi 11 achieve their goals- if they see "how they control the
outcome."

Another- important :prograM goal was -to provide- opportunities for
_Staff participation -in -training and -development activities, including
-curriculum-development 'activi ties. This--adadeniic_ year, curricu lum_

deVelopment effortt _focused on the- General -Education_ level -and i nc luded-

grammar- and- vocabulary, science, social studies,- and native - language
artstmaterials. Staff also comp leted -field -testing the:General Education
:PrOMotion Test developed in' 1981-82. iDevelopnient activities for- staff
-members included- staff conferendes,, meetings, and-workshops, formal and
inforMal_moni toring_ visits by -central. staff, se lf--eva luation questionnaires,

university courses and attendance at states-and national -Conferences on
bi lingua l- education. Additional program- goals were met through- supportive
services to students consisting of acadeMic-, personal, and -vocational
counseling,- and a series, of -career- education-- workshops. Also, parents
of program students_ and _some adult students defined as "student-parents"
toOk- -part in Student /Parent /Community Advi sorY Council activities,

received informational ,pamph leti, and were represented in the Ti tle XIII
-Bill ngua 1 Adtilt 'Ba0d Educed on--comPonent.



Students were assessed in-English reading Skills (Stanford Achievement
-Test or the Metropolitan Achievement Test); performance- in English as a'
second language (student promotion rates); achievement in the native
language (Prueba de Lectura orprogram-deVelOped tests and student pro-
,motion rates); and achievement in arithmetic (New York City. - Arithmetic

Computation Test). Quantitative analysis of student achievement indicates

that:

- -The results of, students at all program sites tested -with SAT I and
.SAT II were statistically significant, with the exception of
Spanish-Speaking- studentt -at Taft.

--The results of students at the Park Avenue and-Lincoln Square,sites
on the-MAT were-highly -statistically, significant with extremely

large effect_sizes.

-- Nineteen percent -of -the participating students advanced to the
next higher leVel= of E.S.L. instruction; less- than two percent_
advanced_ two or-rmore E.S:L.- levels:

--With the-exception -of Spanish-speaking participants at J.-H.S. 136,
program students' post-test results on native language examinations
were statistically _significantly higher than their- pre,test scores._

,-Overall, 26 _percent of _progtam students progressed at least one
level of native lanOuage _arts instruction.

-- Students' post-tett scores on the New York City Arithmetic Computation
Test were uniformly higher than pre-test scores and highly
signifidant.

The following recommendations are intended to assist- program staff ih
addressing- potential problem areas and in-Maintaining -the present high
level of effectiveness:

--Continuing to address the- needs of the growing Haitian population
by exploring the possibility_ of -additional learning centers for
this group, identifying -staff qualified- in -Creo-le, and obtaining
more seats for students taking- the-G.E.D. exam in French.

--Sustaining and increasing the attention given to students at the
two- lower levels of instruction.

--ConSidering the possibility of offering optional summer instruction
at certai=n learning centers.



--Placing somewhat greater emphasis on English-language competency
for students in the Spanish component of the program, encouraging
students to develop both long- and short-term learning goals.

--Supporting and encouraging student communication across centers by
creating program-wide activities.

- -If funding permits, providing additional staff to provide educa-
tional and vocational advisement and counseling.
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THE BILINGUAL PROGRAM IN AUXILIARY, SERVICES
FOR-HIGH SCHOOLS (A.S.H.S.)

Central Location: 383 East 139th Street
Bronx, New York 10454

Number of Sites:

Year of Funding:

Target Languages:

Number of Participants:

Director:

Fifteen

1982-83, first year of a new
three-year funding- cycle

Spanish,-Chinese, Greek-, Italian,
-and=French/Haitian_CreOle

14220,proposed-for entire yea_ r/
14690-served=

Dr. Seymour Weissman

Bilingual Coordinator: Mr. John Ramirez

I. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The Bilingual-Program in Auxiliary Services for High Schools ( A.S.H.S._)

is a city-wide alternative_high-school bilingual program which serves

limited English proficiency (LEP) students 16 to 21 years-old, or older.

In 1982 -83, the OrOgiaM_Servid 1,690 itUdentS, a nuMber-dohii-del'ably above

*14220 estimated to be-served in the-E.S.E.A. Title VII funding proposal

submitted for the academic year.

To-meet the needs-of this student population, the A.S.H.S. Bilingual

Program currently operates eight daytime learning- centers and eight evening

centers at fifteen-different sites throughout the five boroughs of New

Iork-City. There are five sites in-Manhattan, four in the Bronx, three

in-Brooklyn, two in Queens, and one in Staten Island. Thirteen of these

15 sites are designated as N.E.A. Title I schoolt located in neighbor-

hoods classified as economically depressed. (However, students do not



always_ attend a learning center in the neighborhood-where they live. For

example, many choose -to _attend an evening center which is near their-

workplace.) This year there are three new day sites: J.H.S. 136 in the

- Bronx, Linden- Boulevard in Brooklyn, and Lincoln Square In Manhattan, and

one-new evening site, Grady-Learning Center in Brooklyn. Table 1 identifies

all A.S.H.S. sites at which_ the bilingual program served students in _1982-

83.

The 15 learning centers offer- a_range of educational and support

services, with emphasis on career and college_ planning, and a highly

structured curriculum which allows for individually paced learning. Both

bilingual instruction in content areas and an E.S.L. program are provided

to students from five of the eight major language groups ambng C.EP students

in-New York City: Chinese, French /Haitian Creole, Spanish, Greek, and

Italian.

In accordance with the 1982-83 program proposal, this year the program

has been able -to expand language components into existing sites heretofore

not "serving that littigitage group. As a restilt, 'Spanishis-now-atthe-

&H.S. 10 (Greek -) site, the St. George site (Italian) has introduced

Spanish: and the Chinese are now represented at the Julia Richman (Spanish)

site. French/Haitian Creole has not been introduced to the Brandeis site

due to the unavailability of qualified bilingual staff. However, the

French/Haitian Creole component at the Park. Avenue site has been expanded

with additional bilingual staff, doubling their LEP student population.

Finally, although not originally stated in- the proposal, Chinese has also

been introduced to the J.H.S. 10 evening site to accommodate the growing

Chinese population in the surrounding area. This makes J.H.S. 10 the

-2-
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TABLE

Cilingual Progragn7riXxilfary Services for High SchooluSites, 1962-83

Center Location Mewl
Laerwiet (s)

nrve

Roberta Clemente (Central
Location for the
Bilingual Program)

Park Avenue Learning Center

Jamaica leerntril Center-

Forsyth Street Scheel
(Central Loceten for
A.S.M.S.)

Lincoln Square
(Now Day Site)

J.H.S. 136
(Ned Day Site)

Linden Center
(New Day Site)

Castle Hill Learning
Center

Brandeis-High School

Julia Richman-High School

Taft High-School

Maxwell Vocational
Hish School

Jamaica Learning Center

4.H.S. 10 Learning Center

St. George School at the
College of Staten Island

Grady Learning Center
(New Evening Site)

Nit

363 East 139th Street- 9:00.3:00 Spanish

Irene, NY

2005 Nadisen Avenue 9:00.3:00- French

New York, NY Spanish

162-02 Millsidi Avenel! 9:00-3:30 Spanish

Jamaica, NY .

196 Forsyth Street 9:00-3:30 Spanish

New York, NY Chinese

216 West 63rd Street 9:00-3:00 'Spanish

New York, NY

7S0 Jennings Street 9:00-3:00 Spanish

arena, NY

204$ Linden Boulevard 9:00-3:00 Spanish

Brooklyn,- NY

615 Castle Mill Avenue 9:00-3:30 Spanish

Iron, NY

beim
14S Vest 24th Street 5 :30-6:30 Spanish

Nw-York,_NY.

316 East 67th Street 6:30-41:30 Chinese

Now York, NY Spanish

240 East 172nd Street 6:00-9:00 Spanish

Bronx, KY

145 Poinsylosnia Avenue 5:00-6:00 Spanish

Brooklyn, NY

162-02 Hillside Avenue S:30-8:30 Spanish

Jamaica. NY

31st Avenue. between S:30-6:30 Chinese

45th 6 46th Streets (Mon.-Thurs.) Greek ,

Astoria (Owns), NY Spanish

2S Hyatt Street 5:30-8:30 Spanish

Staten Island. NY (Mon.-Thurs.) Italian

24 Brighton Road 5:30-8:30 Spanish

Brooklyn. NY

New language at this site.

-3-
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program's first_quadriIingualssite (Greek, Spanish, Chinese, and -- English).

The 1982- 83-year was -the first-of a new three-year funding-cycle under

the prOvisions of the-Elementary --and Secondary Education Act, Title VII.

The program is-supported through funding -from- several sources: basic tax

levy, E.S.E.A. Title -VII, Title XIII,_ and the--New York State High- School

Educational Consortium. Title-Mr funding provides an-adult-basic

education _component, so that-students can remain within_ the program=aftef

reaching the age-of -22, and the needs -of- older students can be met. The

Consortiimm. provides additional funding for the-most adianced -level of

instruction.

The-current funding-cycle is- =the fourth-since_ thelprogras_was_ originally

established in =1972, as-an outgrowth of the monolingual A.S.H.S. program

already operating successfully -within the New-York City school-system.

Bilingual classes are-held _at_ monoli_ngua 1 sprograi- sites. The :bilingual

-program coordinator characterizes this-relationship as a partnership,

which is-_not perceived as "rig-program at your rather as our

program-at your center.*

The_bi lingual program=has a central-administrative staff of its-own

which-operates with a good deal of autonomy. Administrative staff for -the

bilingual program, based at the-Roberto Clemente Center in the Bronx,

oversee all bilingual program-functions, including program planning and

proposal writing, Curriculum and staff development, hiring and supervision

-of staff, _resource allocation, -and_recordkeeping. They _also maintain

communication with the larger A.S.H.S. program, whose administrative staff

is located at the Forsyth Street School, and with administrative offices

-of the Hew _York City Public Schools, including the Division of Sigh

-4-



Schools, and the Office of lingual Education. The coordinator attends

_themonthly_A.5.H.S.:aciministrators' meetings in order to keep _the larger

A. _program-itaff Informed _about_ the -principles, objectives, and

educational orientation -which- guides- the bilingual program in- A.S.H.S.

In sum; despite its -- relative independence, the- relationship- of the

-bilingual program to, -the parent A.S.H.S. program is a highly cooperative

one. Figure 1 shoWs the- aaninistratiVe-organization_ of the Bilingual

Program-wi_thin the,A.S.H.S*,Prograives a--whole._

Since its beginning-Oyer -ten-years ,ago,_-ihe A.S.H.S. Bilingual Program

=has- continued to -eittiiiitentrimproye- its services, -remained -responsive to

the- changing -needs of- the population -it serves,_ and_ shifted its focus_ as

required to better achieve its aims and _goals. For example, increasing

emphasis -has been placed on-the instructional- coMponent -at a means to

achieve_ the ultimate-career and -life goals of students. In the current

funding cycle, there will _be spectal attention given_ to- the needs of those

-students who have not- attended-a high school in New York City=before

entering the program. The _program-coordinatorcommented that the evalua-

tion- process had been a _major factor in calling attention to the_ fact that

"this-was not just a dropout program; in fact, the majority of our students

had-never !dropped in' -to the New York City school system in the first

-plade." He stated that-based on comments made in past evaluations, the

-Bilingual Program had re-conceptualized its approach and made needed

-changes.

The program objectives for the current funding cycle-may be succinctly

stated as follows:

-5-



FIGURE 1

. Administrative Organization of the Bilingual Program in A.S.H.S.
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provide students with the preparation in English
language and cognitive skills necessary to allow them
to pass the High School Equivalency Examination (H.S.E.);

provide-students-with-employment and job-training
awareness and opportunities;

provide opportunities for staff participation in
training and development activities;

continue to develop and improve native language
curriculum in reading, writing, and content areas;

increase family and community involvement in the
program.

A more detailed presentation of the instructional and non-instructional

objectives of the program for 1982-83 is included as Appendix A. The

corresponding evaluation design is shown in Appendix B.

Whether it is in helping students to set and work towards short-range

goals on the instructional level, or to make decisions about and plan for

longer-range career goals, the philosophy of the program is to "let

students see how they control theoutcome." In other words, as stated in

this year's Title VII grant application, the program assumes, and wants

the students to believe, that "they, more than any external force, influence

their own lives," and that "their future achievement rests with their

determination to achieve the goals they have set." Students are encouraged

to develop to their fullest potential by setting goals which are realistic,

and which ultimately will encourage a desire for knowledge.

The findings of the first phase of'a longitudinal study of language-

minority students in the New York City public school system conducted by

the Office of Educational Evaluation, New York City Public Schools, was

published in January, 1984. One of the major conclusions of this first

-7-
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phase was that overage students were among those segments of the school

system's diverse language-minority population which presented particular

challenges to educators. The report summary states that:

Educational administrators need to design or expand
instructional and support services appropriate for
them, taking into account the level of social and
cultural sophistication associated with their actual
age; the frustration they may experience in the context
of whole-group instruction when classmates are not age-
mates; the greater responsibilities which they may have;
and their need for consistent guidance services, includ-
ing career and job counseling for high school students.

At present, the Bilingual Program in A.S.H.S. is unique in New York

City in its attempt to address these special needs of overage high school

students in an appropriate alternative setting. In so doing, it builds on

the student's own motivation and ability to succeed. Again quoting the

O.E.E. report summary:

Despite extreme social and economic pressures and
against serious odds, many overage language-minority
students are staying in high school, working toward
graduation with great persistence. These students
are an asset to our school system. However, some
will "age out" of the system before they can master
required curricula.

In a sense, the alternative Bilingual Program provides a safety net

for these "aged-out" students, enabling them, along with those who have

never entered the system because they are already too old to do so, to

have a means to succeed.

-8-
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II. STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS AND PLACEMENT

As a part of the larger Auxiliary Services for High Schools Program,

the-A-.-S.H.:-S-: Bilingual Program--has -a target population of high school-aged

students (16 to 21). Although most students (56.3 percent) fall into this

age group, the program also accommodates mainly young adults, aged 22 or

more. Table 2, below, shows the ages of program students by language

grouping.

TABLE 2

Ages of Program Students by Language Groupa

French/

Age Spanish Chinese Greek Haitian Italian Total
Creole

16-21 737 141 8 49 5 940 (56.3%)

22 and over 568 52 62 15 11 708 (43.7%)- -
aAt the time these data were obtained, the student population was 1,648.
The final figure for students served in 1982-83 is 1,690.

Some of the program students are dropouts from the New York City high

school system, but in 1982-83, 82 percent of high-school aged program

participants had never attended a New York City high school. There are

several possible reasons for this:

. Despite the fact that students are entitled to a public
education up to the age of 21, regular high schools will
not generally enroll students over the age of 18 if they
do not have an adequate number of high school credits to
be able to graduate by the age of 21.

-9-
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Many of the BilingualProgram students are recent
immigrants (Haitians, Chinese, Dominicans, Central
and south Americans) whose only education has been
in a foreign school system. This lowers their chances
of achieving a high school diploma within a reasonable
length-of time in a regular high school setting.

Many students have never attended high schools in
their native countries. This puts them far behind
their peers, making it even more difficult for them to
function academically in regular high school class-
rooms.

Many students in this age group have adult family re-
sponsibilities. They are forced or feel obligated to
seek fuTl-time employment, and so are unable to attend
regular day high schools (there are no evening bilingual
programs outside of A.S.H.S.).

In sum, the student population includes a high proportion of recent

immigrants who would have been unlikely or unable to complete a normal

high school program by the age of 22, due to language and cultural barriers

and age at enrollment. Most of these students, as has been stated, have

never attempted to enroll in a New York City high school. While this

underserved, non-dropout population has been growing in recent years, the

number of N.Y.C. high school dropouts who apply to the A.S.H.S. Bilingual

Program has also been increasing. According to A.S.H.S. staff, this is in

part because of the city-wide practice of immediate discharge without

disciplinary suspension.

About 90 percent of the Bilingual Program students are from low-income

families, as determined by meeting one of the following criteria:

Eligible for free or reduced lunch rate

live in low-income, subsidized housing

Household receives public assistance, medicaid,
or supplemental security income (S.S.I.)

Meet income requirements for CETA training programs

-10-
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Household has no full-time wage earner

Eligible for maximum Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant (B.E.O.G) federal student financial aid
(college applicants).

In 1980-81, during the prior funding cycle, the Bilingual Program,

with the assistance of the Board of Education's Office of Educational

Evaluation, conducted a student survey which revealed the following:

Sixty-seven percent of the students have been in the
United States less than three years.

Thirty-eight percent have eight years of education or
less.

Thirty-six percent are employed full time; 16 percent
part time; 48 percent unemployed.

Sixty-three percent speak only their native language
at work with minimum English required to perform the
job activities.

Ninety-two percent felt it was very important to
speak and read English.

Of those living at home with fathers, 40 percent reported
their fathers were unemployed. (Fifty-six percent reported
their fathers worked prior to coming to the United States.)

Finally, 86 percent of the program's LEP student population scored

at or below the tenth percentile on the English Language Assessment

Battery (LAB). These students are considered to have severe English

language deficiencies since scoring at or below the twentieth percentile

identifies them as limited English proficient.

As stated in the Program Overview section, the program participants

are LEP students from five different language groups: Spanish, French/Haitian,

Chinese, Greek, and Italian. Like students in all public school bilingual

programs in New York City, their eligibility for participation is specified

19



by the provisions of the Aspira Consent Decree (1974) and agreement with

the Office of Civil Rights. As the Decree requires, all A.S.H.S. Bilingual

Program students have been determined to be unable to learn effectively in

settings where English is the primary or exclusive medium of instruction,

as demonstrated by their LAB scores. Those who score at or below the

twentieth percentile on the English language LAB test are eligible for the

program, and are accepted on a rolling-admissions basis. The LAB scores

then become part of the extensive student profile which is developed for

each program participant.

In general, all eligible students are accepted at one of the centers

unless there is no existing class for that language/level combination

(e.g., the French/Haitian Center has no class at the lowest level) or the

student has emotional handicaps or is learning disabled. In the latter

case, the applicant is referred to the Committee on the Handicapped. In

order to improve the placement process, the program staff have had a

workshop on diagnosing problems such as hearing impairment. The program

administrators have also considered asking that a special education

consultant from the Board of Education train the staff further in detecting

learning problems.

The student's profile, including test data, is regularly reviewed in

order to identify those students ready for transfer to instruction in the

mainstream (English language) A.S.H.S. program, or to take the high school

equivalency examination in either English or Spanish. (A very few Haitian

students have been able to take a French language exam in New Jersey this

year.) Students exit the program when they are able to:
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Score above the twentieth percentile on the English-
language LAB test, and/or

Read at grade level or above in English, and/or

Demonstrate ability to learn effectively in he
English mainstream, as recommended by staff assess-
ment of student profile information, and/or

Earn a High School Equivalency diploma.

Thus, the three exit routes are: "mainstreaming" into the English language

A.S.H.S. program; "graduating" by earning a H.S.E. diploma; and leaving

the A.S.H.S. program. It should be pointed out that students who are able

to take the H.S.E. exam in their native language can exit successfully

with a lower level of English proficiency than those who must take an

English-language exam.

Student goals and level of preparedness vary widely from one individual

to another, and also among ethnic groupings within the Bilingual Program.

For example, within the Spanish language group, the coordinator commented

that he found students from certain countries to be better prepared

scholastically than others. He also stated that "different language

groups come to A.S.H.S. for different purposes," and that in part this

"has to do with ethnic stereotyping in the labor market." For example,

some Greeks may need English to work in a restaurant, while those Hispanics

who will look for factory work may have less need of English skills. Or,

a Chinese student who is now a restaurant worker may aspire to go to

college and work in some scientific field. (Within the program, Chinese

students have been found to demonstrate a much higher level of achievement

in mathematics than those in the other language groups.)
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The program's bilingual education philosophy varies for different

language groups in a way which reflects their different goals and academic

situations. There is, of necessity, a transitional philosophy for the

non-Hispanic groups since students in these groups aspire either to learn

English for vocational purposes, and/or to pass the H.S.E. exam in English.

For the Hispanics, the philosophy is less clearly transitional, since

students can take the H.S.E. in their native language, and can frequently

find employment which does not require a high level of English language

skills. There are also bilingual college programs available to Hispanic

students. The coordinator stated that there was a tension between the

desire to help Hispanic students achieve short-term goals as quickly as

possible, and the recognition that an important long-term goal for these

students was the acquisition of English skills.

Bilingual students are a self-selected, highly motivated group as

compared to the average New York City high school population. As a

result, their progress is generally rapid in relationship to individual

abilities and limitations, especially for those who enter at the two

higher levels of instruction, pre-High School Equivalency (pre-H.S.E.) and

H.S.E. Those students who remain enrolled in the Bilingual Program beyond

two years are reassessed to determine their need for continued assistance.
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III. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENTS

Within a coherent overall instructional philosophy, the program is

well-tailored to the needs of each language component, and characterized

by a constant attempt to strengthen and modify curricular approaches so

that each individual student will be best served.

Continuity is provided by key concepts such as the individualized

self-paced learning approach, the ungraded four-level curriculum, and the

use of the individual student folder both to motivate and guide the

learner, and to provide a means for student and teacher together to

monitor student progress. The content of the H.S.E. exam itself provides

another natural source of continuity, since all students are normally

assumed to be working towards passing this exam.

One example of such continuity is the fact that all students have a

folder containing an individual work plan based on consideration of many

kinds of information:

Personal information - date and place of birth; length
of time in the United States; and other relevant family
and personal data;

Prior educational history - schools attended in the
native country and the United States; dropout status;

A.S.H.S. information - date student entered program;
level of instruction in A.S.H.::.; LAB, English
reading exam, G.E.D. and other scores which indicate
level of proficiency in English and content areas,
and progress within the program; student instructional
checklist;

Employment data - prior and current employment
information.
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In addition, individualized student checkoff sheets, which are pre-

programmed by instructional level and carefully tied in to the curriculum,

demonstrate progress in detail. The student checkoff sheet establishes

all skills, concepts, and topics (mathematics, science, social studies,

language skills, English-language skills) required before progression to

the next level, thereby fostering an individualized instructional approach.

Thus, a student can change from one learning center to another, as frequently

occurs, and find the same approach to instruction in place; the checkoff

sheet will go right along with him or her, and the learning process will

be similar in all essential respects.

The H.S.E. exam, which structures the curriculum in several important

ways, is the another major source of continuity. Only content areas

reflected in the H.S.E. exam are covered in the curriculum, and the four-

level curriculum itself has been developed in terms of steps toward the

H.S.E. exam:

Level 1, Native Language Arts: Serves the student who
reads and writes below the fourth-grade level in both
English and the native language.

Level 2, General Education: Serves the student with an
educational background and skills development in reading,
writing, and mathematics that fall between the fourth-
to seventh-grade equivalents.

Level 3, Pre-High School Equivalency: Serves the student
with an educational background and skills development in
reading that fall between the seventh- to ninth-grade
equivalents.

Level 4, High School Equivalency Preparation: Serves the
student with an educational background that includes sub-
stantial high school level course work and reading skills
that fall between the ninth- to twelfth-grade equivalents.
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The average time for a student to complete the work at a given level

varies, but is greatest at level 2. Level 1 does not include math or

content-area subjects, and so students tend to be promoted to level 2

rather quickly. According to the project coordinator, those who are

promoted into level 2 tend to have established good work habits, but those

who are admitted directly into this level may have high ability, but poor

study patterns. There is a tendency for students at this level to become

discouraged when they perceive little progress, and to require a good deal

of support from teachers and advisors. Level 3 and 4 students, closer to

their ultimate goal, tend to be better able to sustain their motivation.

Since linguistic and content-area competencies vary, especially at

levels 1 and 2, instruction is generally individualized,,or in small

groups. (This also is helpful for students who may be forced to attend

irregularly at times, because of personal or employment obligations, or

health problems.) Students receive E.S.L. and subject-area instruction

(language and literature, social studies, science, and mathematics) in

their native language or English. Non- Hispanic students, who must prepare

for the English version of the H.S.E. may be programmed into mainstream

monolingual content-area classes at the higher instructional level

There are other differences in the instructional component among the

five language grows. For example, the Spanish-language component benefits

from the advantage of multi-site locations, greater staffing, and propor-

tionately greater amounts of resources. Each of the other language

groups, with the exception of the Chinese, are presently served at only

one site, and the teaching staff must usually assume responsibility for
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counseling, and curriculum development in addition to their primary

teaching duties.

Another difference is in the level of difficulty of instructional

material. H.S.E. Chinese language materials, including English vocabulary

words, seem to be at a considerably more advanced level than equivalent

material for other language groups. Chinese students also receive less

mathematics instruction, since they often have already mastered more math

than is required to pass the H.S.E. They also receive more whole-group

instruction than other students, reflecting their cultural learning style.

There are also some instructional differences between day and evening

centers within the program. Generally, day classes are programmed fiye

times a week with daily instruction in bilingual content areas and E.S.L.

Evening classes, however, are programmed or only three nights a week,

thus reducing the total period of instruction.

Within the bilingual A.S.H.S. program, the E.S.L. component is ad-

ministered by the monolingual A.S.H.S. center administrator. However,

monolingual and bilingual administrators cooperate in program scheduling,

materials development and acquisitions, and articuiatfon between components.

An E.S.L. syllabus and curriculum guide, developed by the bilingual staff,

is implemented at the discretion of center administrators, on a site by

site basis.

English as a second language is supplemented by English Language

Experiences (E.L.E.) or Minimum English Language Experiences (M.E.L.E.),

based upon the student's English-language proficiency. Concepts taught

and mastered in the native language are reinforced in the bilingual class-

room using English. The content of M.E.L.E.'s and E.L.E.'s correspond to
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the native-language subject matter and also correspond to a basic, inter-

mediate, or advanced level of English proficiency. Therefore, a basic

English student may learn fundamental vocabulary while an advanced English

student reads a passage for comprehension and speed.

Table 3 shows the A.S.H.S. Bilingual Program instructional design for

1982-83. It demonstrates the smaller class size and generally higher

proportion of individualized instruction at the lower class levels, and

shows the progressively greater proportion of English used for instruc-

tion at higher levels, up to a maximum of 80 percent English-language

instruction.
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TABLE 3

A.S.H.S. Bilingual Program Instructional Design 1982-1983

Methods
A=Individualized Average Percent

Reading Level in Maximum B=Small Groupings of English

Class Level Native Language Class Size Subjects Taught C=Large Group Lecture Instruction

language arts

N.L.A. 0 -4 15 (reading, writing,
spelling, speaking)

General language arts

, Education 4-7 20 (reading and writing)

oIN) arithmetic

grammar
math (general and
introductory algebra)

Pre-H.S.E. 7-9 25 social studies
science
reading interpretation

writing skills
social studies

G.E.D. Exam science

Practice 8-12 30+ reading skills
mathematics

A 10

A & B 25

A b B 50

B or C 80

29
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IV. NON-INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENTS

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Curriculum development is an especially significant activity within

the bilingual A.S.H.S. program because it serves more than its usual

function of producing or extending curricular materials for sZent and

teacher use. As in past years, this summer many staff members will be

involved in a joint effort in this area, with an attempt to involve as

many people as possible in what is regarded as an important staft develop-

ment activity. Teachers are enthusiastic about their own individual

successful efforts to develop curricular materials, and they volunteer

information about the achievements of fellow teachers as well. These

simmer sessions are also regarded as highly beneficial to the program

administrators, and as a means of fostering overall communication and

cohesiveness within the program.

In keeping with this team approach to curriculum development, each

year curriculum needs are identified and weighed by curriculum subcommittees

which include both curriculum specialists and other program staff.

Members of all language groups are represented on these subcommittees.

Any staft member can also initiate a project using a special application

form (see Appendix C). Once the time-estimate has been approved or ad-

justed and other suggestions incorporated, the application goes to the

project coordinator and a decision is made based on budgetary considerations.

Over the past ten years, varied and numerous curriculum materials have

been developed. (See Appendix D for examples of some such materials
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currently in use.) In the Spanish-language area, this process has resulted

in the development of check-off sheets, folletos (containing content-area

material and classroom reading activities), and cuadernos (classwork

exercise workbooks of coordinated activities), in addition to academic

materials for all four instructional levels. Each cuaderno contains

an activity list which guides teacher and student through a sequence of an

information lesson, questions, a reading lesson, additional teacher-made

material, and English Language Experiences. The E.L.E.ss, included within

the lessons themselves, provide additional English language follow-up by

the teacher in all lessons.

During 1982-83, the majority of curriculum development activity focused

on the General Education level, with some attention to pre-H.S.E. and N.L.A.:

The General Education Promotion Test, developed
during 1981-82, was successfully field tested in .

all day and evening centers which prepare General
Education-level students (fifth- to seventh-grade
reading level in Spanish). This hour-long test
is criterion referenced to the syllabus in each
of the following areas -- mathematics, social
studies, and science. Language arts (grammar,
vocabulary, writing) remains to be done. Once
completed, this promotion test will give teachers
an objective instrument for measuring progress
at this level and help determine student readiness
for promotion to the next, more demanding, in-
structional level -- Pre-High School Equivalency.

Social Studies. This project prepared a series of
supplementary questions and answers to be used at the
General Education Level.

Science. Corrections and revisions to the science
booklet used at the General Education level were
completed.

Pre-H.S.E. Grammar Workbook. This project is a booklet
containing grammar lessons and activities to supplement
the grammar topics assigned to this level.
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Vocabulary drills. The program has so far completed
twolessons, each containing 12 words, 24 derivatives
and three or four exercises. Projected population:

General Education (Spanish).

General Education Grammar Booklet. This language arts

project encompasses spelling, grammar, accentuation,
and punctuation, as well as exercises after each topic.

Native Language Arts (N.L.A.) Workbook and Teacher's
Supplement. A syllabus with lessons and/or activities
is being developed for teachers having N.L.A. students
(reading level: fourth grade or lower). The approach
is an aural/oral one well suited to the needs of these

students. A supplementary section, recommending ways
of using these materials, is also being developed.

French-Haitian Creole Project. This two-phase project in pro-
gress is scheduled for comp etion during the summer months.
Phase 1 involves translation of U.S. history materials

into French. Phase 2 will revise and improve the check-off
sheets used by Haitian students.

The program expects to complete these curriculum projects during 1982-83,

with duplication, distribution, and staff training workshops scheduled

for the next year. (Examples of materials associated with the field

testing of tests are included in Appendix E).

In planning future projects, both project administration and staff

recognized the need to give special attention to the development of E.L.E.

and M.E.L.E. materials which would emphasize the content-area approach

to English-language learning, as recommended by prior O.E.E. evaluation

reports and set forth in the E.S.E.A. Title VII grant application for

1982-83:

Many students in A.S.H.S. according to the 0.E.E.
evaluation reports for 1979 and 1980, have attended
foreign school systems which were rigid and elitist as
judged by the standards of American education. That

education was, almost without exception, academic. It

emphasized the humanities. It involved large amounts

or rote memorization of technical vocabulary. There-

fore, these students respond very well to the instruc-
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tion of English which takes place within the familiar
context of traditional academic classwork. Teachers
using the program's Minimum English Language Experiences
(M.E.L.E.'s) and English Language Experience ( E.L.E.'s)
in history, science, and literature classes have found
that such supplementary instruction not only helps stu-
dents learn English better but also helps students
succeed much better in their E.S.L. classes. According
to O.E.E. reports, the program's successful system of
M.E.L.E.'s and E.L.E.'s in subject classes should be greatly
expanded, especially for the foreign-born student
attuned to traditional academic instruction.

While M.E.L.E. activities and materials need to be
developed, other content-area related materials for
E.L.E.'s are available and with some adaption could
effectively be used with intermediate and advanced
E.S.L. students (junior high school texts for example).
Such English experiences/lessons in the bilingual
class will parallel and reinforce subject matter
studies and develop English language skills. The M.E.L.E.
is primarily vocabulary development and practice in
writing and pronunciation. The words chosen are those
that reinforce a native language lesson in an academic
area. They can be used as oral activities or as written
lessons. However, most of the M.E.L.E.'s and E.L.E.'s
now being used are only suggested topics or are geared
exclusively to the needs of younger students. Thus,
a completely new series of M.E.L.E.'s and E.L.E.'s are
needed expressly for use with the students to be served
by this project. Field testing and follow-up imple-
mentation workshops should accompany their construction.

There is also a continuing need to develop and enhance materials for

students at the N.L.A. level (about 40 percent of the student population).

Since commercially-available bilingual and native language materials at

this level are overwhelmingly geared to much younger students (elementary

school age), there is a lack of appropriate remedial reading and math

materials for this group.

All project-developed and commercially-available materials used

within the program are available at its Bilingual Resource Center, which

includes a student library in addition to staff resource materials.
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STAFFING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Staff training activities are an important component of the A.S.H.S.

bilingual program, as reflected by the fact that a separate training

budget is submitted to meet such needs. The coordinator characterizes

himself as especially interested in this area, and is himselfa former

program paraprofessional. This year he says, he has been "zeroing in on

the burnout situation."

In addition to staff participation in curriculum development,

staff development objectives are met using a number of strategies:

Central staff make both formal and informal
monitoring visits, and in general maintain
close and supportive communications with a
staff scattered throughout the five boroughs
of New York City. When weaknesses are found,
a teacher trainer or resource teacher is sent
to work with the classroom teacher.

Staff members are given checklists of role respon-
sibilities as teachers or advisors; this checklist
is also used by the central staff when making site
visits. As part of the required training for newly-
hired teachers and advisors, there is also a Self-Eval-
uation Questionnaire provided so that teachers
can monitor their own progress in implementing
program objectives. (A sample questionnaire
is included in Appendix F.)

Internal staff conferences and workshops are another
means of development. The Third Annual Bilingual
A.S.H.S. Conference, cancelled last year due to program
conflicts resulting from a fire at the A.S.H.S. bilingual
program central offices, was held this year. In

addition various workshops have been conducted for the
staff. For example, the assistant coordinator organized
a workshop early in the year to help staff cope with
required administrative record keeping.
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Staff are strongly encouraged to participate in
external institutes and conferences such as NYSABE
at the state level and NABE at the national level
(see Appendix F). This year, the project coordinator
attended the Title VII Management Institute in
Washington, O.C.

Academic progress at both the undergraduate level
(for paraprofessionals) and graduate level (for teachers
and other professional staff) provide another important
means of staff development. The program provides a
Title VII tuition program for formal courses in higher
education.

Regularly scheduled program planning sessions and
meetings are held throughout the year. These include
orientation meetings in September, interim meetings,
and year-end meetings held in June at each learning
center to sum up the year's activities.

As an indicator of the extent to which present and former program

staff have increased their capacity and qualifications as a result of

participating in the A.S.N.S. Bilingual Program, the following list was

included in the Title VII grant application for the current year:

Paraprofessionals:
(educational)

8 paraprofessionals are studying towards their
bachelor's and teacher certification;
9 paraprofessionals obtained their bachelor's
degree;

(promotional) 1 works for Equal Employment Opportunities
Commission;
1 works as a bilingual teacher for Yonkers
school system;
7 remain with the Bilingual Program as licensed
bilingual teachers or have applied for teacher
license examinations.
1 is the present coordinator for the Bilingual
Program (formerly a paraprofessional)

Teachers:
(educational) 13 teachers are studying towards their master's degree

6 teachers have obtained their master's degrees;
4 teachers are working towards their doctorate degrees;
1 teacher has completed her doctorate degree;
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(promotional) 5 teachers are now in supervisory positions;
1 teacher is now a principal;
1 teacher is now an educational administrator at
the New York City Board of Education, Office of
Bilingual Education;
1 teacher is now an A.S.H.S. Center administrator;
1 teacher is now a deputy superintendent for a
community school district;

(publications) 1 teacher trainer who has been with this program
for four years is editor of the current (1981)
Spanish high school equivalency text (ARCO) and
author of two GED preparation texts in Social
Studies (Cambridge).

1 teacher trainer in his sixth year with this
program was project editor and writer for a
high school equivalency preparation text (Cambridge)
and is currently editor for a major new series in
adult education (Cambridge).

In addition, positions held by past and present coordinators include:

- President of New York State Association for Bilingual Education
(1979-80)

- Deputy Director, Office of Bilingual Education, New York City
Board of Education, (1977-81)

- Member of New York State Commissioner's Advisory Council on
Bilingual Education (1980-present)

- First vice president for administration, Puerto Rican Educators
Association (1980-81)

- All three have been presenters in numerous workshops on various
aspects of bilingual education at local, state, and national
conferences.

This year, in addition to the coordinator and an assistant coordinator,

the Title VII staff consisted of the following full-time and part-time

personnel:

Full Time

1 Bilingual Outreach Specialist
1 Career Guidance Specialist
2 Resource Teachers (subject-area specialists)
4 Paraprofessionals
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Part Time

1 Guidance Counselor
Teachers assigned as Educational/Vocational Advisors (7)

Educational/Vocational

Resource Teachers (subject-area specialists)
1 Spanish
1 Chinese
1 Greek
1 Italian
1 E.S.L. Curriculum Developer
5-10 Paraprofessionals

All these positions were filled at the beginning of the 1982-83

school year. It should be noted that the E.S.L. resource teacher, based

at the Bilingual Program Resource and Training Center (B.P.R.T.C.),

provides both support services and technical assistance to teachers. This

includes teacher training as well as curriculum development and resource

management.

PARENTAL AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The Student/Parent/Community Advisory Council is composed of parents,

students, professionals, paraprofessionals, and community members. Since

the majority of the A.S.H.S. student population are of legal age and many

are emancipated minors, this is considered to be an "adult" population.

Many students are themselves parents, so that the category of "student-

parent" has been defined to allow this group to participate in council

activities. This year the council met three times at the Brandeis Center.

Despite the special "adult" characteristics of the student group,

however, it is a policy of the overall A.S.H.S. program that the parents

of 16 and 17 year-old students be included during the student's initial
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in-take interview with a counselor or advisor. In addition, parents,

guardians, or other appropriate household members are invited to partici-

pate in this interview if they and the applicants desire. During the

interview the parents, guardians, or other household members are informed

about program goals and invited to participate in the Student/Parent/

Community Advisory Council and other program activities.

Parent outreach continues throughout the student's membership in

the program, both through correspondence and phone contact. An easily

understood pamphlet describing the program in English and the native

language is mailed to the student's home within a month after regis-

tration. Parents of program students also are given preference in the

Bilingual Adult Basic Education component funded through Title XIIL

However, despite these efforts, parent participation is low. Many

students do not live with their families. In addition they may attend

learning centers which are far from their homes. Other inhibiting factors

are inconvenient meeting times and cultural patterns which discourage

parents from involving themselves in a child's education. The assistant

coordinator expressed concern that this program component was "not working

out as planned," and suggested that this type of participation might

not be the most appropriate for A.S.H.S. She mentioned that several

centers, including Forsyth, Clemente, and Taft, are instead moving

towards on-site student councils. At Forsyth, this group has been

involved in a student show, and elsewhere students have planned fund-

raising activities. Material related to parental and community in-

volvement efforts is included in Appendix G.
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SUPPORT SERVICES

The A.S.H.S. bilingual student is served by a wide range of non-

instructinnal services. The greatest emphasis is placed on college

and career counseling, and job training placement. Other important

areas are civics and citizenship counseling, consumer education, health

education, crisis support, and referrals. These services are provided

by program counselors (for Hispanic students), educational/vocational

advisors, and in some cases, by teachers acting in an advisory capacity.

Counseling is done both on a group and individual basis, with students

scheduled to meet at least five times a year with their counselor or

teacher/counselor. Career Education workshop topics, originally developed

in 1978-79, include the f011oking career awareness sessions:

--Orientation: includes a definition of career education

and its element: self-awareness, economic awareness, educational awareness,

values (personal and job), and decision-making skills.

--Self-Awareness (parts I and II): encourages students to

relate interests and strengths to career goals, and encourages values

clarification. Students are encouraged to become aware of interests,

personality traits and abilities, and to establish a set of goals, how-

ever tentative. Students are also encouraged to understand and recognize

forces beyond themselves (social, economic, cultural, and educational)

which influence career choices.

--Educational Awareness: orients students to the variety of

training programs which are available after high school, including on-
.

the-job training, the military, apprenticeship, and certificate programs;
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assesses interests and abilities and the requirements of their occupa-

tional interests. The need for competence in English is stressed, as well

as the concept of education as the means for achieving career goals.

--Career Awareness: confronts occupational stereotyping and the

question of .4iscrimination. Careers, occupations, and industries in the

New York area and their employment outlook are presented.

--Economic Awareness: presents consumer survival skills, in-

cluding developing a budget and consumer awareness.

--Employability Skills (I and II): presents employability skills

through role playing, films, sample applications procedures, mock inter-

viewing, and job search techniques.

--Decision-Making: encourages students to examine the decision-

making process; students are offered a process of approaching and making

decisions, weighing risks and consequences, advantages and disadvantages

of choice; planning and implementing a course of action, and evaluating

the outcomes.

Students who have left the program to take jobs or enter college

(usually at the local community college level) are a valuable resource in

college and career preparation sessions. They are asked to come back for

informal "rap sessions" or even to do more formal workshops to discuss

their experiences and how they have dealt with language; cultural, and

personal problems that they encountered. Since virtually all parapro-

fessionals were once students in the program and are now taking courses

toward a teaching degree, they provide another source of information and

support for students with college aspirations.
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On "the back burners now," but planned for the future are structured

sessions on college survival skills including study skills and college

program selection. The program coordinator would also like to see self-

help groups organized among the student body.

Follow-up of students who leave the program before completion is

another important priority. The program staff is "aggressive" about this,

using phone calls, correspondence, and messages sent through other students.

Once contact is made the reason for leaving is discussed, necessary help

is offered, and the negative impact of leaving (e.g. on citizenship

applications, job promotion, and so on) are emphasized. Such methods have

met with some success in bringing students back into the program.
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V. FINDINGS

ACHIEVEMENT IN ENGLISH READING SKILLS

English reading skills were assessed through use of the Stanford

Achievement Test, levels I and II (SAT I, SAT II) or the Metropolitan

Achievement Test (MAT). Choice of test was made by site directors.

Tests were administered twice during the school year, in early fall and

near the end of the spring semester.

The program's evaluation design called for a statistically significant

improvement in English reading scores. A correlated t-test was performed

for each site and language grosup in order to evaluate the possibility

that the post-test mean was significantly greater than that of the pre-

test. An "effect size" was also calculated for each comparison, following

the procedure recommended by Cohen. An effect size for correlated t-

test is an estimate in standard deviations, freed of sample size, of the

difference between means. Effect size provides additional substance to

the analysis as it may be interpreted in light of Cohen's recommendations:

.20 - small effect size

.50 moderate effect size

.80 large effect size

Results of English reading tests are presented in Tables 4 through 6 by

site and language group in those instances where the number of students

was sufficient to perform the statistical analysis.

J. Cohen, Statistical Power Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences,
Academic Press, 1977.
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Table 4 presents results for students tested on SAT I by site and

language group. Examination of this table reveals that with the exception

of Spanish-speaking students at Taft, all results were positive and highly

statistically significant. Nearly all effect sizes were very large,

with the exception of that for Spanish-speaking students at J.H.S. 10,

which was of moderate size. Spanish-speaking students at Taft obtained

lower scores on the post-test than on the pre-test. Both pre-test scores

and average gains in raw scores varied greatly between program sites.

Pre-test scores ranged from 11 at Maxwell to 52.28 at Taft, and gains

ranged from four points at Maxwell to nearly 23 points at Julia Richman,

The rank order of students within program sites was relatively consistent

as represented by the correlation of pre-test and post-test scores.

There were several instances of nearly perfect consistency in rank order

at Jamaica Day, St. George, and others. At J.H.S. 10, the correlation

of scores was 0.18, indicating that there was very little correspondence

between pre-test and post-test scores.

Table 5 presents results for students tested on SAT II by site and

language group. Results were statistically significant for all of these

program sites, although Spanish-speaking students at Taft evidenced declining

scores. Effect sizes were generally quite large, except for students at

Lincoln Square where it was moderate. Gains in raw scores ranged from

four points at Julia Richman for Spanish-speaking pupils to 30.points by

Chinese students at Forsyth. In the ma!,ority of the SAT II testing units,

rank order of students was maintained to a great degree. An exception

was among Chinese students at Julia Richman. Overall, the program objective

concerning English reading achievement was realized.
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Table 6 presents results for students tested with the MAT. Results

for both groups at the Park Avenue and Lincoln Square sites were highly

statisically significant with extremely large effect sizes.
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TABLE 4

Results of the Stanford Achievement Test-Level I

Site Language N

Pre-Test
Mean (S.D.)

Post-Test
Mean (S.D.)

Mean
Diff. Corr. t p E.S.

Brandeis Spanish 74 41.64 (20.3) 59.01 (18.1) 17.38 .74 10.66 .0001 1.24

Forsyth Spanish 29 38.93 (18.79) 59.31 (12.62) 20.38 .65 7.70 .0001 1.43

Jamaica Day Spanish 22 52.05 (24.71) 59.0 (22.64) 6.95 .98 6.55 .0001 1.40

Jamaica Evening Spanish 164 26.20 (19.97) 37.18 (19.88) 10.99 .96 25.63 .0001 2.00

Julia Richman Spanish 11 39.27 (17.77) 62.09 (15.63) 22.82 .26 3.71 .004 1.12

JHS 10 Greek 64 23.77 (9.68) 45.77 (12.99) 22.0 .91 30.85 .0001 3.86

JHS 10 Spanish 18 27.11 (16.62) 40.17 (15.04) 13.06 .18 2.73 .014 .64

Lincoln Square Spanish 10 42.0 (16.31) 54.0 (15.70) 12.0 .84 4.17 .002 1.32

Linden Spanish 20 50.05 (18.79) 63.85 (14.32) 13.80 .89 6.97 .0001 1.56

Maxwell Spanish 116 11.78 (7.64) 15.95 (8.53) 4.16 .96 19.22 .0001 1.79

Robert Clemente Spanish 22 47.82 (23.06) 63.59 (17.76) 15.7 .83 5.75 .0001 1.23

St. George Spanish 25 19.56 (11.65) 27.48 (13.23) 7.92 .99 16.52 .0001 3.30

St. George Italian 16 16.81 (5.76) 26.88 (7.13) 10.06 .81 9.73 .0001' 2.43

Taft Spanish 18 52.28 (16.21) 45.5 (16.21) -6.78 .31 -6.78 .177 -.33
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TABLE 5

Results of the Stanford Achievement Test - Level II

Site Language N

Pre-Test
Mean (SD)

Post-Test
Mean (SD)

Mean
Diff. Corr. t p E.S.

Forsyth Chinese 88 31.92 (16.32) 62.13 (17.95) 30.20 .71 21.41 .0001 2.28

Forsyth Spanish 17 69.76 (22.91) 79.0 (14.88) 9.24 .90 3.32 .004 .81

Julia Richman Chinese 21 53.57 (8.97) 76.81 (7.05) 23.24 .57 13.95 .0001 3.04

Julia Richman Spanish 15 75.6 (18.11) 80.0 (14.66) 4.4 .98 3.46 .0001 .89

J.H.S. 10 Chinese 12 54.33 (14.44) 76.58 (7.38) 22.25 .76 7.63 .0001 2.20

J.H.S. 136 Spanish 41 51.0 (23.33) 55.85 (22.72) 4.85 .995 12.76 .0001 1.99

Lincoln Square Spanish 15 59.47 (18.68) 64.67 (16.33) 5.2 .92 2.77 .015 .71

Taft I Spanish 1 26 45.92 (14.9) 37.35 (16.0) -8.58 .40 -2.57 .016 -.50
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TABLE 6

Results of Metropolitan Achievement Test by Site and Language

Site Lan ua e H

Pre-Test
Mean (S.D.

Post-Test
Mean 'S.D.)

Mean
Diff. Corr. t p F.S.

Park Avenue
Haitian
Creole 39 29.95 (14.38) 44.64 (19.88) 14.69 .72 6.61 .0001 1.06

Lincoln Square Spanish 10 43.4 (9.63) 51.9 (9.53) 8.5 .91 6.76 .0001 2.14
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PERFORMANCE IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

The program's evaluation design called for promotion of 60 percent

of students to the next highest E.S.L. level. Thirty-five percent of

program students were to be promoted two E.S.L. levels. Tables 7 and 8

present changes in E.S.L. level by language group and program site,

respectively. When the results are examined, it can be seen that approximately

19 percent of the students advanced one E.S.L. level. Less than two

percent of the program students advanced two or more E.S.L.

levels.

When the results for language groups are examined, it may be seen

that no group achieved 60 percent advancement to the next highest level.

Approximately one-third of Haitian students advanced one E.S.L. level;

56 percent advanced one level or more, the greatest percentage advancement

of any language group. When E.S.L. results are examined by program site,

it may be seen that Linden had the largest percentageof advancing E.S.L.

students, 55 percent. Jamaica Evening had more than 25 percent of it

students advance at least one E.S.L. level. However, no single program

site or language group, nor the program as a whole, achieved the stated

evaluation objective in this area. It may be, therefore, that this objective

is not a realistic one for this population.
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TABLE 7

E.S.L. Advancement by Language Group

Language Group
-1

Number
0

of E.S.L.
1

Levels Advanced
+2 +3 +4

Chinese 95 96 1

Haitian 29 22 3 11 1

Greek 66 4

Italian 7 8 1

Spanish 2 1,117 170 5 1

Other 14 9

TOTALS 2 1,328 309 10 12 1

(79.9%) (18.6%) (0.6%) (0.7%)
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TABLE 8

E.S.L. Advancement by Learning Center

Humber of E.S.L. Levels Advanced
Center -1 0 +1 +2 +3

Brandeis 196 3

Forsyth 141 69 1 1

Jamaica Day 51

Jamaica Eve. 79 87 4

Julia Richman 50 21

J.H.S. 10 130 20

J.H.S. 136 116 12

Lincoln Square 47 18

Linden 17 21

Maxwell 147 3

Park Avenue 55 25 3 11

Robert Clemente 84 2

St. George 58 22 1

Taft 161 6 1

TOTAL 2 1,332 309 10 12

t80%1 (15.5%1 (0.6%1 (0.7%)
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ACHIEVEMENT IN NATIVE LANGUAGE

-Program students were tested in their native language, twice yearly.

Spanish-speaking students were tested with the Prueba de Lecture, a

standardized test of Spanish reading. Students of other language groups

were tested with program-developed examinations. Stated program objectives

called for improvement at the 0.05 level of significance. Results are

presented in Tables 9 and 10 by language group and center. With a single

exception (Spanish-speaking students at J.H.S. 136), post-test results

were statistically signifIcantly higher than pre-test scores. At J.H.S.

136, post-test scores were non-significantly lower than pre-test scores.

Effect sizes far Spanish-speaking students at J.H.S. 10 and Taft

were in the moderate range. All others -- with the exception of JA.S.

136 -- were large or extremely large. Overall, the program objective in

the area of native language achievement was accomplished.

The program's evaluation design also specified that 30 percent of

N.L.A. students would be promoted to a higher level. Advancement in

native language studies is presented in Tables 11 and 12, by language

group and program site, respectively. Examination of the results reveals

that overall, 26 percent of program students progressed at least one

N.L.A. level. When examined by language group, it appeared that Chinese,

Haitian, and Italian students exceeded the 30 percent objective. Table

12 reveals that seven program sites achieved the stated objective. These

were: Forsyth, Jamaica Day, Julia Richman, Lincoln Square, Linden, Park

Avenue, and Roberto Clemente.
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TABLE 9

Results of Native Language Tests - Prueba de Lectura

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean
Site Language N Mean (S.D.) Mean (S.D.) Diff. Corr. t p E.S.

Brandeis

Forsyth

Jamaica Evening

Julia Richman

J.H.S. 10

J.H.S. 136

Lincoln Square

Linden

Maxwell

Park Avenue

Roberto Clemente

St. George

Taft

Spanish

N

N

N

N

"

N

N

"

"

"

" .

65

34

119

26

17

48

32

23

76

12

39

12

39

48.55

56.03

53.48

66.19

53.35

57.96

63.22

57.04

51.28

52.75

48.92

53.5

43.90

(15.54)

(11.58)

(12.93)

(16.88)

(11.83)

(14.09)

(9.29)

(6.46)

(11.3)

(11.58)

(10.56)

(12.24)

(12.89)

58.92

66.65

61.98

77.85

60.24

55.38

71.19

73.35

59.33

68.25

56.10

65.25

51.18

(16.09)

(10.26)

(12.85)

(10.46)

(11.97)

(14.40)

(7.17)

(4.17)

(11.98)

(15.02)

(12.09)

(12.4)

(13.62)

10.37

10.62

8.50

11.65

6.88

-2.58

7.97

16.30

8.05

15.50

7.18

11.75

7.28

.68

.15

.81

.80

.63

.64

.77

.48

.91

.45

.72

.96

.58

6.63

4.35

11.74

5.74

2.76

-1.48

7.63

13.51

14.25

3.75

5.18

11.65

3.75

.0001

.0001

.0001

.0001

.014

.147

.0001

.0001

.0001

.0001

.0001

.0001

.001

.82

.75

1.08

1.13

.67

-.21

1.35

2.82

1.64

1.08

.83

3.36

.60
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TABLE 10

Results of Native Language Tests by Learning Center

Site Language N

Pre-Test
Mean (S.D.)

Post-Test
Mean (S.D.)

Mean
Diff. Corr. t p E.S.

Park Avenue Creole 41 68.05 (14.7) 74.39 (13.61) 6.34 .93 7.57 .0001 1.18

Forsyth Chinese 91 46.23 (7.32) 60.0 (7.23) 13.77 .48 17.61 .0001 1.85

J.H.S. 10 Greek 52 73.10 (11.14) 82.83 (13.80) 9.73 .47 5.40 .0001 .75

St. George Italian 16 27.13 (7.63) 34.56 (8.22) 7.44 .94 10.43 .0001 2.61

Julia Richman Chinese 20 64.75 (11.1) 72.65 (9.01) 7.9 .94 8.51 .0001 1.90

J.H.S. 10 Chinese 17 62.53 (15.61L 71.76 (12.5) 9.24 .94 6.62 .0001 1.61
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TABLE 11

Native Language Arts Advancement by Language Group

Number of N.L.A. Levels Advanced
Language 0 +1 +2 +3

Chinese 108 76 9

Haitian 30 21

Greek 67 1

Italian 8 8

Spanish 968 256 39 4

Other 2 2

TOTALS 1183 364 48 4
(74%) (22.8%) (3%) (0.3%)
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TABLE 12

Native Language Arts Advancement by Learning Center

Center 0
___ ___. _. ______ __

+1
_______

+2 +3

Brandeis 173 13

Forsyth 140 62 10

Jamaica Day 15 3 4 3

Jamaica Eve 122 37 11

Juila Richman 41 28 2

J.H.S. 10 127 23 2

J.H.S. 136 104 23 1

Lincoln Square 47 15 4

Linden 12 26

Maxwell 150

Park Avenue 47 42 5 1

Roberto Clemente 43 37 6

St. George 38 15

Taft 128 39 3

TOTALS 1,187 364 48 4
(74%) (22.770 (3%)
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ACHIEVEMENT IN ARITHMETIC

Students receiving instruction in arithmetic were tested twice

during the school year with the New York City Arithmetic Computation Test.

The program's evaluation design called for improvement at the 0.05 level

of statistical significance. Test results are presented in Table 13 by

`language group and program site. Post-test scores were uniformly higher

than pre-test scores and highly statistically significant. With the

exception of the Roberto Clemente Center, where the effect size was in

the moderate range, effect sizes were extremely large. For the most

part, students' rank order on pre-testing was largely maintained on

posttest. This was not the case at three centers -- Julia Richman,

Jamaica Day, and J.H.S. 136 where there was considerable change in rank

order between testings. In absolute terms, raw score gains ranged from

3.5 points at Taft to 16.5 at Linden. Typical gains were in the six to

seven point range. The program realized its stated goal in the area of

arithmetic instruction.
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TABLE 13

Results of the New York City Arithmetic Computation Test by Site and Language

Site Language N

Pre-Test
Mean (S.D.)

Post-Test
Mean (S.D.)

Mean
Diff. Corr. t p E.S.

Brandeis Spanish 91 7.04 (4.22) 13.64 (6.59) 6.59 .64 12.40 .0001 1.30

Forsyth H
42 7.57 (3.11) 15.21 (4.62) 7.64 .59 13.17 .0001 2.03

Jamaica Day .
11 7.55 (4.13) 13.91 (5.34) 6.36 .33 3.80 .003 1.15

Jamaica Evening " 159 8.67 (5.81) 15.02 (7.09) 6.35 .80 18.83 .0001 1.49

Julia Richman u
26 10.96 (7.14) 23.58 (8.71) 12.62 .34 7.01 .0001 1.38

J.H.S. 10 u
25 10.72 (5.16) 17.48 (8.17) 6.76 .76 6.26 .0001 1.25

JHS 136 u
47 5.28 (3.5) 15.40 (10.24) 10.13 .24 6.94 .0001 1.01

Lincoln Square " 33 10.12 (5.48) 15.36 (7.35) 5.24 .80 6.83 .0001 1.19

Linden
.

28 11.25 (6.54) 27.75 (6.54) 16.50 .66 16.11 .0001 3.05

Maxwell IS

110 7.82 (5.39) 15.06 (6.54) 7.25 .65 14.91 .0001 1.42

Park Avenue " 23 9.26 (7.53) 20.70 (8.37) 11.43 .73 9.22 .0001 2.03

Roberto Clemente " 31 5.42 (4.31) 11.52 (12.77) 6.10 .77 3.46 .002 .62

St. George " 19 9.80 (5.13) 15.95 (5.69) 6.16 .90 10.83 .0001 2.49

Taft " 52 6.65 (4.09) L 10.15 (5.161 3.50 .70 6.78 .0001 .94
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TABLE 13

Site Language N

Pre-Test
Mean SD

Post-Test
Mean SD

Mean
Diff. Corr. t p E.S.

Park Avenue Creole 40 13.7 (6.68) 24.78 (9.68) 11.08 .55 8.54 .0001 1.35

J.H.S. 10 Greek 65 28.8 (6.56) 34.89 (4.39) 6.09 .84 13.06 .0001 1.62

St. George Italian 16 26.5 (7.29) 33.0 (6.89) 6.50 .93 9.69 .0001 2.42

Forsyth Chinese 91 19.40 (4.8) 28.15 (5.11) 8.76 .67 20.61 .0001 2.16

Julia Richman
..

21 27.48 (6.43) 32.1 (4.07) 4.62 .86 5.91 .0001 1.29

J.H.S. 10
m

17 24.47 (7.48) 30.41 (6.08) 5.94 .77 5.12 .0001 1.24
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Bilingual Program in Auxiliary Services for High Schools has, in

this first year of a new funding cycle, successfully continued and

extended the prior effective program structure. It has been fortunate

to have a responsive and sensitive administrative staff who are "tuned

in" to the unique and changing needs of the program's target population

or young adults. They have carefully structured the program to meet

those needs with an appropriate instructional design and relevant non-

instructional components.

Among the particular strengths of the program is its ability to

achieve an exceptional degree of integration and cohesivenesss given the

multi-site, multi-language, asynchronous (day and evening) nature of the

program structure. Another notable strength is the innovative use of

self-paced instructional approaches, backed by an unusually high degree

of staff motivation and competence in the curriculum development area.

While the overall achievements of this program are certainly to be

commended, the following recommendations are made to assi&3taff in

addressing potential problem areas and in maintaining the present high

level of effectiveness.

I. Start members recognize the contradictions created by the fact

that English-language skills are critically important for all program

participants, yet the majority of the students are preparing for a

Spanish-language G.E.D. exam. Program personnel should, however,

continue to take a proactive stance in dealing with this situation, by

encouraging students to explore long-term goals and to stretch definitions

of what is possible for them.
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In the context of the broad goals set forth in the program proposal,

there should Ideally be a somewhat greater emphasis on English-language

competency for students in the Spanish component of the program.

2. The needs of the growing Haitian target population present

particular challenges for the program to meet at this time. First, the

existing center serving Haitian students is in Manhattan, while the

Haitian population is based mainly in Brooklyn and Queens. If this is

to remain the only site serving Haitian students, the possibility of

relocation should be discussed. Second, one or more additional centers

for Haitian students are recommended. Current efforts to address the

needs of this growing population have included expansion at the present

site this year, and an unsuccessful attempt to initiate this component

at a second site. These efforts should be continued and extended.

Third, the program has already identified the need to serve an increasing

number of less prepared Haitian students, including those who read in

Creole rather than French. Additional certified staff, qualified in

Creole, may be hard to identify, but the possibility of additional

staffing should be raised with the central A.S.H.S. administration.

Fourth, the efforts to obtain more seats for students taking the G.E.D.

exam in French would, if successful, provide additional options for

Haitian students. These efforts are to be encouraged.

3. It is recommended that student communication across centers be

strongly supported and encouraged. The program is already structured to

facilitate continuity from site to site, and many students do move from

one site to another during their time with the program. More program-
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wide acti:ities, for example, student-run cultural events or a student

newsletter, might provide the opportunity for individual language and

effective development, broaden communication with families and the

larger community, enhance the integration of a far-flung program, and in

other ways contribute to program goals.

4. Attention to students at the two lower instructional levels

needs to be sustained, and probably increased. For example, there is a

continuing need to develop and enhance curricular materials for students

at the N.L.A. level. Another specific area of concern is the fact that

because there are so many skills to be mastered at the General Education

level, some students tend to perceive themselves as "getting stuck" at

this level, and become discouraged about their progress. A variety of

options to deal with this should be discussed within the program. One

possibility is to reallocate some General Education matertal into other

existing levels. Another is to break General Education into two levels,

to enable students to experience the positive reinforcement of reaching

another promotional level more quickly.

S. Optional summer instruction at certain learning centers could be

highly beneficial to the A.S.H.S. student population in terms of provid-

ing educational continuity. It would also allow individual students to

reach their goal more quickly. The summer months might also be a

favorable time to schedule special college preparation sessions for

students who were planning to begin college during the following academic

year.

6. The program should develop and increase its emphases on serving
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the whole student. Having made the transition from its origins as a

G.E.D. preparation program very effectively, it should continue to grow

in this direction. An enhanced career emphasis in curricular materials

might be one of several possible ways to achieve this. Additional staff

to provide educational and vocational advisement and counseling might be

discussed with the central A.S.H.S. administration. At present these

services are provided by the teaching staff for the smaller language

components.
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APPENDIX A

MAJOR COMPONENTPNE -YEAR OBJECTIVES

Instructional
(by June 1983)

a. As a result of their participation in the program, all LEP students

participating in the Titel VII Bilingual Program will be assessed

to determine their degree of English language proficiency using

the,LAB or a comparable instrument. Based on the English Language

assessment conducted in the Spring, 1982, participating students

wHo have demonstrated an acceptable level of English proficiency

(above the 20th percentile on the LAB or comparable instrument)

will be transferred to an instructional program/component funded

through local and tax-levy funds. (Must use the LAB to determine

eligibility under Entry-exit criteria. This objective ii;line

with section 123a.30d3 regarding transfers and does not pertain

strictly to the measurement of achievement).

b. As a result of participating in the program at least 60% of the

students enrolled in ESL will have been promoted one level of

instruction as a result of successful completion of a class

syllabus of writing, listening, speaking and reading activities.

At least 25% of the students in ESL will aays been promoted two

levels of instruction.

c. As a result of participating in the program, 75% of the students

designated advanced students (capable of taking a standardized

English reading test) will increase their level of reading com-

prehension and ability in English at a .05 level of statistical

significance, as measured by forms of the Stanford Achievement

Test.

d. As a result of their participation in the program, at least 60%

of the students enrolled in General Education will increase their

level of reading ability in the native language at a .05 level of

statistical significance as measured by a standardized instrument

in the student's dominant language (see Evaluation Design for

specifics on each of 5 languages).

e. As a result of their participation in the program, 80% of the

students who attend individualized arithmetic instruction will

increase their level of arithmetic ability at a .05 level of

statistical significance, as measured by the New York State

Arithmetic Computation Test.
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f. As a result of their participation in the program, at least 75X of

the students (minimum of 350) enrolled in the preparation program

for the GED Examination (English or Spanish language forms), and

who are tested, will pass the GED.

g. As a result of their participation in the program, at least 30X of

the students in basic instruction (N.L.A. and General Education

level classes) will be promoted to higher level class and at least

60X of the students in Pre.-H.S.E. level classes will be promoted

to GED Exam Preparation.
Promotion readiness is to be determined

by completion of class syllabii ((heck-off Sheets) and passing

a criterion referenced test covering all 5 subjects of instructions:

reading, math, language, social studies and science. (This criterion

reference test will be designed by curriculum specialists under this

project. See "Long Term Goal" F).

h. The services of the Bilingual Program will be expanded to at least

four new sites.

i. As a result of:their participation in the program, at least'100% of

the students in the program will receive some instruction in English

through the program's system of M.E.L.E.'s and E.L.E.'s as evidenced

by official program records.

NON-INSTRUCTIONAL:

a. A.S.H.S. education centers with bilingual-bicultural programs will

offer to all students a variety of center and programwide activities

related to vocational-career awareness including vocational counseling,

training program placement, a career exploration day etc.

b. At least 150 bilingual program students will be placed :in training

programs and/or provided employment.

c. At least 802 of those referred for training or employment will be

placed.

d. At least 502 of students who earn a high school equivalency diploma

will be accepted to college.

e. Sufficient number of commercially available vocational-career

materials will be identified and included in the program's resource

library (training center) to provide references for each of the

Curriculum Guides' concept for vocational- career skills development

and will include at least five resources for each of the program's level

of instruction.

CURRICULUM:

a. To develop two new course syllabii (check-off sheets) which counselors

and teachers can use to increase the degree of individualization. The

check-off sheets will include provision for a "Personal Learning Schedule"

and for personal instruction.

b. To include in the Bilingual Program's Curriculum Guides a sequential and

topical outline covering at least 5 concepts related to vocational-career

skills of learnings in math, reading, and language. These concepts

will be considerate of methodology and materials appropriate to students

at all educational levels, and for all language groups.
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c. To deVelop a minimum of 20 lessons and/or activities for an aural-oral

approach suited to the needs of illiterate students in the classes

known as Native Language Arts..

d. To develop a minimum of 20 lessons and/or activities for individualized

instruction in reading and writing skills development for Chinese,

Spanish, Italian, Greek, and Haitian French-speaking students.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT:

a. At least 20 bilingual program staff members will take advantage of at

least one "external" professional improvement opportunity provided

or arranged for by the program; in-service course, institute, major

conference, university course, etc.

b. All staff will have an. opportunity to participate in a planned

"internal" program of training and development activities directed

at improving and/or expanding instructional, supplementary, and/or

counseling services (educational, personal, and vocational).

PARENT/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:

a. At least 10% of individuals receiving bilingual program instructional

and educational/vUcational counseling services will be adults with

preference given to parents of target population students..

b. A special Community Vocational-Career Advisory Committee will be

established with emphasis placed on assisting the program in

meeting its goals and objectives regarding vocational-career

awareness and opportunities. This-committee may function both

independently and in conjunction with thCAdvisory Council.
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Students

Proj. Cooed./ 0.X.E
id. Advisors

D (Promotion/S.S.L.
lAvsis

Proquency
Count

A.S.N.S.
iittal

N/A 5/83 All Part.
Students

C (1dg. &neigh) Times
Series

t teat T

p< .05

Stanford Achy.
feet

11/82 5/83
Ilia. 13.

. .

D (Rdg. Nat. Language) Times
Sari**

t toast

Pc .05 rl p st.
rk.

11/82 5/83 All GIN 110

to NIA Stud.

"

2 (Arithmetic) Times

Strife

t test

*4 .45

N.Y.C. Arithmetic

tte_t_

11/83 5/83 All Part.

P (GED Pass Rata) Prg. Data

A11417641

Frequency

C

State G.S.D.

Ilsor4.

N/A Jun. /Sept

83

350 BSI

Prep Stud.

"

C (Promotion/Leval.) Transmittal

ISINO

NYC 0.1.1. Imp).
chmaklist

N/A

N/A

5/83

5/83

All MLA to
PIS Stud.

Program *H (Mow Sites)

1 (mels,./mu.) N/A 5/83 Program

Non-Instructional

A-3 Prg. Data
Analysis

Frequency
Count

OCR Implementation
Cklst./ Trans. Fres

N/A 5/83 B.Prog. Staff
NM Graduates
Stud. Refer.

h:, Training

Ppoj. Coord./OSE
Careor Guid.
Spec.; Dil. Nt-
IMP* OD**.

Curriculum

A -D 'Pre. Data
Analysis

Frequency
Count

O.S.I.

Cheoklist
N/A

I

5/83 Prog. Staff Proj. Coord./OCC
Res. Tehr. -Cont.

Area Specialist

Staff Development

A, D I Pre. Data
Analysis

Prsquency
Count

OCR Cklt./Inter-
IffactIv.gra,

X A 5/83 Frog. Staff Proj. Coord./OES
Tr. Trainers

.

Pargnt/Cowsunity

A, B Prg. Data
Analysis

Frequency
Count

OCR Cklst.; Descr.

Summaries

N/A 5/83 Stud. 21.,

Parents,
Asst. Coord.

Proj. Coord./OCE
Asst. Coordinator

* Responds to items e.1 through e.6.
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John P. Ramirez
Bilingual Coordinator

APPENDIX C

Auxiliary Services For High Schools
Bilingual Program

OUTLINE for Curriculum PROJECTS

NAME DATE

BEST COPY

Alma T. Warner
Assistant Coordinator

Check-off Subject Area Nature of project

1. List in a brief outline form how your idea will break down into
topics for lessons -aiarons of lessons. If your project does
not involve lessons, then break whatever it is into a listing of
its parts. You need not dwell here on what you hope will be the
teaching and learning accomplishments of your project.

2. What steps do you plan to follow for completing the project? For example,
"First I will . . ." Then I plan to . . . Third, I will . . ., etc.
(Consider such things in your sequence as (1) "taking excerpts from
commerical material" (2) writing original material (3) preparing any
relevant teaching guides and answer keys (4) outlining the but method
for handling typing (5) and so on in like manner.

3. At this time, what resources do you expect to use? (ie., texts, fictiohs,

nonfictions, periodicals, original material, etc).

4. Suggest why and how this project will be helpful to teachers in covering

the curriculum as it now exits on the Check-offs, such as:

a. improving the usability of existing material.
b. preparing exercises and activities for existing material.
c. selecting alrernative assignments and experiences for

existing lessons.
d. selecting additional items for inclusion on the Check-offs.

Here you might want Lo mention briefly the contribution your project
con make to improved teaching and learning.
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5. Timing: try to project the time you feel you'll need to complete the
project.

Estimated number of sessions ; Estimated hours/session

Total number of hours

Use whatever rule of thumb you can. For example, an originally written
3 or 4 page lesson with questions might take 4 - 5 hours.to complete.
Excerpting materials and revising them might well take less but you
need to allow for research time. Don't forget to calculate in
revisions, proofreading, writing answer keys or guides, introductions,
lesson headings, pagination whenever any of these or 'Jailer activities
apply. (Compensation for curriculum development is regular teacher,
pars or teacher-in-charge per session rate). Sometimes projects are
allotted 25 hour blocks, but try your best to complete the above

estimation.

6. WOK Schedule:

Circle days:

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Number of hours per day: Work site:

7. J you feel this project represents what should be seen as only part

oi a bigger, longer-range project? If so, what and how? For example,

writing lessons for topics in a General Ed. subject might be the first
in writing lessons for the same subject at Pre., N.L.A. or GED. If

th. answer to the above question is "NO" please say so.
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Procedures For Curriculum Development

i. Take time to think about and talk about your application. Focus in a rather

specific need you wish to meet. Many first time developers plan projects
that are either too broad or too vague to be actualized. Arrange to discuss
your application with Alma Warner or other staff members.

:. Stay within the boundaries of the Check-off Sheets, unless your idea is clearly
to meet a lack by adding new topics to the Check-off Sheets. Your project
should be intended as helping to implement existing check-off items.

. Don't be afraid to offer material and methods that are being used alreay
by you in your classroom as a curriculum project. Refining these materials and
putting them in a format for program wide use is a perfectly legitimate project.
Although all projects sponsored by the ASHS Bilingual Program become property
of the program and therefore available for consideration by all teachers, you
can leave the question of program wide use up to the Program.

Work Site

Unless cleared beforehand with John Ramirez, curriculum work is to be
done at the Bilingual Program Resource and Training Center Room 321
in the Roberto Clemente Center located at 383 E. 139th Street, Bronx,
New York 10454.

Work Schedule

Projects can be worked on Monday to Thursday's until 4:55 p.m. To
enter the building after 3:20 please ring 3 bells and the school security
guard will admit you.

Maintaining a favorable work environment

A curriculum writing area is available for writers (Room 318) to use
while they work at the Bilingual Program Center. Supplies of paper,
pencils, pen, tape, scissors, etc. can be picked up from our office
(room 321) for use while working at the site.

Consultation with the Curriculum Development Team (Jerry, Rosendo, Alma)

Projects are to be discussed with Rosendo, Alma or Jerry Long. They are

available at the Bilingual Office from 3:25 - 4:45 p.m.
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BEST COF
d. Editing

The editing process is crucial to the successful production of all

curriculum projects. Basically, editing here is seen as the combination

of the creative talent of the writer, with the expertise and experience

of the project editor. By doing this, we can ensure that the final product

being developed meets the needs and can be supported by the resources of

the Bilingual Program. Thus, it is important that writers see the *put

of the editors (i.e. proofreading, suggestions, additions, deletions,

requests for re-writes, etc.) as a key part in the developemnt of their

project.

9. Answer Keys, Guides, Etc.

Curriolhmawriters must remember that projects involving student responses

will require the preparation of an answer key. Thorofare, please allow

time for this aspect of your project in your original application. In

addition, you are asked to consider whether a teacher's guide would be

appropriate to ensure the effective implementation of your project by

other teachers in the Bilingual Program.

10. Running out of hours and additional applications

Projects are assigned blocks of time in which it is expected that they

will be completed. When the limit approaches, the writer will be asked

to net with Alma and/or Rosario to determine the next step from one of

the alternatives below:

a. additional hours granted
b. file new application
c. have project completed by someone else

11. Procedures on time sheets, time cards, etc.

Time cards and time sheets are to be obtained from John Ramirez or

Alma Warner. The time clock is located in Room 301. All writers

should punch out by 1:55 p.m. and leave by 5:00 p.m. to avoid the

possibility of being locked in the building. Cards can be left in

the bottom slots of the time card holder.
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'soca:Lary Services for High ScLoois - allangua. BEST COPY
HIGH SCHOOL EQOIVALINCY EXAM PRACTICE CLASS - CHICK-OfT Hama

(Gems of Study)

IXAM PRACIICE -*RASE

l. OseltraeiontelYX6EROS
hour

dpasose0-32.39 -41,47-50.57-59

.....2. latroduccidn a AMERADOS-sinplicacign Arcos142-150

....3. QUIRIADOS.Suma, Rasta 36.....zrrIrso150-152.3542.
4..QUISRAD011.mmeltiplicaci 0 visi n Repaso 1 1-1 4,1 112

5. latredeeei46 a DICIMaLILSconversiooes Re 152-134. 100-205

....6. OCCIMALISmsea, nets, meltiplicaci46(4triatito)

paeo
Arco 166..172

7. OCCIMALlik-divisige, problems mimeos Arco 172.174 RegAso 207-219

::9. /I:trod:sect& a PORCIEN7'O1,cmoversiosei Repaso 221-252

....9. PORCIINTOS-aplIcacin. latest* Arco 196-196. W.W.N, 94-95

.......10.MICIINVOS -"es", "de" Rosaso 242.248

-....11.160IDAS..Introdecci46
W,W X, 107

....12,MROIDAS rectos:as W.W.M, 166.415

....13.010MITR Isa di eettalmo, tea, veLemea Arco :1?-213

....14.CIWITI tic*, kplicaciamosa Arco 213422

......i5. BRA numeros alsebraigos. operaciols blisicas Arco 201208

16, IRArcoordenadas, grificas do todos tipos Aroo 209 -210

1.'.1111=17:1(I6 ow eassiona16 hours)

1. La 1 , e . y is S A Cebero 07,19.243Parera 14.20

........2. Palabras AlOue, LIANAS, ISM JULAS Cuban: 67,2646:Perera 11-13

...,.1. Reglas dal ACE170 OR CO Perera 2114*: HANDOUT *

.....4. El sedate OIACIttICO Ares 11.14: HANDOUT

......5. Problems ortogrificess =VAS Wt. 31 CONYWNDLS Le2prbern02,24541 HA:1000T

....6. PALABRAt que se coafemden Ortosraffa* 18.26,41=46,7$45

7. Par as de Las oracida, SURTO-T-PuTDICAEO Cuberci46,2245.11.14,37-43.4449

I. Oracin y fRAOMINTO Arco 14-211 Cuberof6 109.129

....9.1;22C:7ATANCIA de sejeto y verbo Arco 24.27

10 Uso correct* de los TVIRPOS DEL MOO Pello* 99-130

11.11 verb* KARR: ORM, Dihnl DE Arco 16-37

.....12.1.as FRIP9TICIOVIS: lefemo, Laren*, lora* Celierod6.100602aelIO130.136, Aramafen

IS.Les MOTSCOUS Arco 45 .
,

; 14.1k COMA y sus dlferentes uses Fevers 73-87

;
......15.102 ytocoPUNTOS y al PORTO y COMA Arco 52.46 .

-4 ....16.II 0 y Ia. tits. Parer& 1254214 halo 31 -37

*** ROTA: Para lo 21g:dente, favor le consultar it "Pellet*" ***

(6 claws de cuarenta minutos: 4 horse)

.....1. lice at oblerel 7.r ida/OrIficas hiSicas: do t4,a y ;Gaul*

3. Historiallndessedeecia de Am. Lat./Nds grificas: de barras recilall-2. Illatoriat I I.0 U. y Relief:mos nteroac onales/Kgi 'rifles*:

......4. Cies:cis do Conducts Humana: cosicolocra/PrAgtica adicional eon trines,

.....5. Geograffas,, clime --Imbients/Mawdousiones del mundo
Cisncias Pealiass istribuciOn de poderes/Mapas de Amirica

as :lateral 70(cinco clases de 31theias)

liolo a: soros hems:soy tastes? del verso humeno/dialramas sera tare*
sal y outs ci tables oars tarts

...3. ?Glut. y watc, d avalaa_o_ era tap
Chamicat
La Tierra

r ac ionts/f sass as ,nara_tarsa

S. leofdiioss/diaaramas _gum* tares

(Lecturgi(einco lases di cuarenta minutes: 31choras)
I.sctura in goneralsacnicas de lectura idea eentral.inferencias,(artfculo dm rsvista)

2. Lecture an general: Los hechos vs. la opinidn Caricature poiitiea (Editorialesi

3. Pros*: central 4, r (cuentos)

4. La poe.:77-1aobra dramitica: tenguaj fiturattvo ..fosaril de tirminos (soemesiii,igos)

Le lectura an is yids diarist instructions y &nuncios clasificados (Instructions)

(Total "16 /Evening sessions; :4.4A hours)

- pia 1
55-60ctio4Gram.)

55-60min.NatTF

35-40m10.37.Soc.)

RARIO
(Suggested °sly space aRO vailable for individuali.

Dia 2 Dia 3 Dia 4 Dia 5 etccargsrf--s,--
(Gras.) t (cram.) i6ran..1

i 04W.) Niat77 (Mat.)

(Cringit

,?eels aproxiasda del saws:
(Si as itillteeCiA O nenos dot: 4". Is fu's- c.xamvs secs' xtatIrlisa 0

Jr.. vita cambinclt. a I c1mso .E.
.
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BEST COPY
Tetbe Teacher: the following homework assignments are suggested follaviags

-to the class disenseions listed on the frost. Appropriate activities trees4 Agee. Narrow or the programs ova caress' booklet should be gives to students
to do at hems.

I) Lee sada amigestura culdedesammete y secs Lou puttee importantse pars
meager.

2) Centime cualquierjavguata o coloque la inforeecida qua felts ea Los
diagrams y 14s grIficas.

Ie0141011 Socisles

Airri4 shares r etedetelle

2) 11112111. UAW. y Islatelems Iatereseimelm

3) !lank Indepamdencia de kmdilca Latina

4) Unitas de conducts busses - peicologfa

3) amgt -

4) Climate Teittlea

Cisaeis. !!aural..

2)

3)

4)

3)

clime y 'bleats

distribmiA de pod's..

tlagrammaisteems 441 imam Immo

dierliammo isbro eatritit4

flagramse mese lee/maid°

medians d4 finales
, -

die/same mem 'memos whol4iiem

I) Lettuce Cearral - Rerun Lofts el-tete/As de mutates

2) lettere Gmarel Osmium contra opinlases) - Miter/alas pare commar

3) - interpreteeiAt de me CUORt0

) P01143 Drama: League's figurative - poems* Ifilcos

3) Lecture Prfctica - instructions. pars toner as examen

HER Ttlf

Rapes* Matsui/tic°
V.V.X. Verities With Numbers
Cabers) II, ON Ispeol Metro, Tomos 7, S
chrtograffs ortoiraffi Cl. Panora)
?were Acentuacidh y PuntuaciA
Lagernere 02 Ortograffi del Espdffol, Segundo nivel
hallo Manual de SJarcicios Crawicales
RANDOM Mimeographed sections from Legorburu (1-11)

(available from Cleuencg Center)
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BEST COPY
Services for Ii3h'Schocla - Dil2nxvat Component

COS IKSICOL 14StVALINCY IMAM ITACvICI CLASS - amcx-ors - Sees

(Course of Stedy)

PITA SE Q
Lausgeiw (d classiggi,aciseis cl de Me bora q 16 horse)

1. Operacirraes is S ESTEROS w7 2-- %,:iv.rn 47-30.57-39.64-65

-2. tatreduceir4 a QIIMADOS-elepliticaciek Arco 141-15: WS 29,30

3. 641111SALOS-Seme. Resta V.:N 35, 40-Q.Ac:,9 152.15!

--a. qUISSADDS-maltiplicasidi, /Frisian Arco 135-160 W1i11 53,55

S. !eccentric:au a 0141616esversisees Arco 161-166

6. DECIMALS! -sues. rears, seltiplicaelSn(aplicacifs) Arco 146-172

--7. MCZKALES-divisan, panblese .into: Arco 171-1e0 WV 79

is '._roducclin a PORCLIS106, coaversionaa %rco 181-166, Leo's° 224,226,226,230

001621/01706-aplicacio-a, inter:: Aspsrn 231-224

11.1. tOSCIIVIDS-"es". "de" Repasts 242-241, 24140

11. )1111113654-Istreisscitia :Ark HANDOUT 0074371

12. ISSIMAII-opecesireras Wit HANDOUT (107-1-12/--

13. OtOISKT144-tdigelas do perfies4=6, ire., volumes U HANDOUT (107-132) Arco216-216

_14. 01019s=actica, apligaciesse Wu HA16OUT (107-132) Arco 219-222

13. AWES es algebraiCos, eperacioses bdiless Arco 206--11-1

16. ALLIESSA-caerdsaada*, grdticas de coders tipo. Arco 211-215
_...

;11s1realas lacritmi(Aleciseis asses de seem hors 16 Lora.)

1. La tlOriTIMME7y Is STLASA Cabers 07.13 -24: Perers 14-20.

'. Pelabr4OAGnig. LLAS114, y ZSDILULILAS Arco 9-11
-lad dal AC33110 011001131C0 SAStOCR1 Arco 10-12

4. 11 smote DIACILITICO 110167171% Arco 12-19

--.3. Trebleass estegralicest LItTSAS Q116 SS courts= Latorbare 92 24-34-

---6. *USW see se comfesdas P1110 jf-7,
7. Pacum de 1. oracles, SILSTO 7 PUDICADO Cubero 7 145-144; Arco 41

S. 0resi4a y 11tAGIX10 Arco 19-24 Polio 164-156

9. COVCOSDASCIA de sedate y verb* Cabers It. 37-4 Arcs 24-27

10.0s° correct° de toe TIMMS DIL *ISO Cub to 9$ 45-77 Arco 32-36

1

11.11 verb. MAUR' Dan y DDSS DK Arco I4-37

1

1 ---12.Las P11120SICIONICS: lelawo, Daises, lnieso Pell° 134-144 Arcs 39-4V

13.Laro1lNYUSCELL1 Arco 43 Legorburu 2, 33-37

I

_14.1a COMA y sus lifers/ass woe
13.Los DOS TAWS y el PVT10 y COMA Arco 32-56

-- urALOGO y lee cites

Arco 4d-S1

Arco 57-41 _-----.011
1

.

(5 eases de cuarenta ;veinutes3 4 bores

1. t at )R.s. secisaal; Plaes v asasterio vs. Iesetary/VIcas taTicaar liass

2. Histories Relacion.q interneclonalqsH41 ;siicas: dtegrasas y m4Pos-'
___3. "Astoria, da..dgLCAbg./ula =aflame: diagram i baotree

4. aimed* de diaducie Huseen3 iintivtrologfa/PrIctica edicts:1nel con ;rifle.. y magas

--5. Gengreffit Iltginner de Et,01/./Ztfirentee tips de eepee
6. ciencirs PoUitcas: Los servicios rang dos put' el lobicrnn/aapos del /mode

fmrtrrarntim

1

Vpluaciajo.r.maltdo claws -le 40 minutorq3 1/4 bores)

Itolog a: Hevenclatd:agramar pare Caret

'. linlnge:: clastficacienitablas pare terse
:titre: mrpeimiento y fnerze/diagraeas v tibias pare terse

4. .116picat based lidos y ealesOrictica con ?dimn1.40 pera Girt.
"-q ramlng(et crebior LeoLdif rsajdiaeramas

57UD(5 clares di 40 e:nutos 3 1/4 horse)
. -.. .. , -.Tr:: tient:me de iecturas Cl ;eat* de vista/no ficciA

Z. *sctura en ;....etsis lee hechns .,1 id o21n1di:. csricaturaa/editortalcs
truss: ,bra eternities - ,erssnales/sbtas dranufticas
"sss(s: tenguajt ft.-uratIvo - ik,thrid 40 terlinosNaldas

- :ne.are is ,tai dtertn: sm'ut's. ieneraleshailtracciones
!'u' 1R evening wails'!; 4048hder])
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44-1 '
BEST COPY

tae Teacher: the following homework assignments are amnestied followings
the clams discussions listed on the front. Appropricis activities from

Itarross or the program's own Tangos booklets should be given to student-
( do at home.

*area

!l Lea uado asigmatura cuidadosamente v note los pustos importamtes pars
recPrdar.

2) Contests co/avatar pregmata o coloses is informeciSe qua (alts em los
diagrams. y Las tritium.

kstmdias Socialeo

1.

2.

3.

4

scommi: - Rants sigional (11.N.?.)

Ristoria - Relacioaes tatermaclomales

Mistocis - Puerto Rico y al Carib*

Ciescia do La comeacta - Astropologi

,:eograffi - Reglomoo do Am4rica

Closelas PolftIcas Sarricios rep:lidos .por al goiters°

Ciencias Nsturalas

Billogil - Havencia (diagrcmas)

3iologla - ClasificaciOu (tablas)

rfsica - Movimiento y Norio (diagrams')

4. gmfmica - Acidee y bawls (dimwits)

5. Geologia - Cambia, WALriAme

Locturs

1.

Z.

5.

Loctura pascal - Literstura (no ficcian)

%octura general - Ordain logic°

Pros. Dillogos

loofa - laladas

Loctura pretties- ',nuncios

LEGEND -. e
TEXT

lopeso -Repast, Miasmatic*
W.W.X -Working With Jumbos.
W.W.N. HANDOUT Tr/assisted soctions of pgs. 106-132*
Caber° /7, IS Ispemol Activo, Tomos 7,8.
Ortografia __-- Ortograf fa (I. Parara)
Peres AcamtmeciSo y runtuacicia
Legocbure /1, /2 Ortografia dal Espanol, Primer y sosmodo nivel
Pall* Mammal do Ejercicioe Gnostical*"
RANDOM Mimeographed sections from Legorburu (1-1Es

(available from Clements Center)
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I. mettle

2. rawly

7. forbid

I.. lacteal

5. modal t

L. names.

7. proommtin

It. tram t

9. prior

10. somas

valiant

12. partial

1. neutral

2. as test

). va;I

I.. aroma

5. most

1. ....in
7, ...sale

6. one

9. flare.

10. trifle
ea...War

12. symbol

Leases 2)

amailias Polemaree Smokes

1. arealtast

2. astriamap

1. bassftra

I.. togomostmr

5. obrool

6. Paggitioa

7. ealmaity

S. prior
14 eery

Gallas*.

promearete

Mews

possible

easel

molcoard

.afar
monotio

samma

betray

*nor

pm. ify

rooponl

nelsons

te..e..1 NO&
titY1

tic rai 4,40)

10.

11.

12.

LOON. 20

Ptslarmeat far Drag abeam

( tilgrtral) `tIth 1.

41, A+C 2.

( 1 411. 411 7.

s,,;,)1 skiL I,.

( )k.a 1 44k

t 5.

t 1.,/ 14. 10.9r 7.

r Age S.

4.4v) Aar; 9.

/I tt-, 10.

Lm's 'el it 11.

12.
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LIl 25
LAM* Mile4 Marriase

1. d..pit.
2. disrupt

3. rook

I.. rapid

5. orholoot

6. minority

7.

e.

9.

(4110

11111114

1114.1111

114
LONAPII

Sew Tall Ales

BEST COPY

louse 27

'tables, ae P...

[ tilt FmA

[its t1ISef killt(ktO)ift*- itret
r Nkri Volk-1.1(4.40f, $4+6

kit;s isx 44. kit
Not .14

[lis 44f,

si. :1 44
[ar;ft.] fi4tA.1111-4

fv,:a.st3k) ft 4A-A 4,4'4
Imams 2$

Whet bid Ti. Neve ler Dmoaktaat

1. outlaw

2. promo to

3. rd.r.wrl tied

I.. ll lost tr. to

5. aleelmao

11. mmeereive

7. limo. tor

e. noon

9. ito 1 pr1 t

10. J....it.
11. bait

12. insist
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1.4 i0001

Camp Safety

1. earaulair

2.

le.

5.

6. patrtmtle tp..ttnat.kJ too

Luau. )1

Meourd Whore

I ka84,,te1 144144440)

"41/44 [ 11.11 14V,\

141. C6;1I41 *Po ift*It tik4.

14" Caiiell 4114,
Oral ig..t

7.

S.

9.

10.

vat]
1'mtis fir..4t.k11.1.1.04 ;

"in 1 Pa.
C.-val./1 Ft*
r
t

t Ito *to
luaus 32

Der Losayougt Calms

11. weattu1

12. fertile

Gomm )0

cp

I. dopict

Z. aortal

nuol

4. occupant

G. ppolnt

quart*

7. e1 to

6. quota

"or..

10. ...call ty

11. roue

U. ttraot

).

9.

1.

2.

3.

velawrehle

7.

6.

9.

analog:leo

its

1.

2.

5.

6.

voltstaer

projeullme

Mr/11

.M117

witty

MUM"

7. lusher*

S.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

a.

9.

10.

II.

12.

ohm*

almlo

w ho

BEST COPY

Lames 1)

Don't Leak ewer Ity IberaLhert

litt...Zi-ii7 tat
Ili:40111 $41,
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Semadr Trawl

2. elevate fiLve.41
3. lottery [

6. Clammed

[,titer,)
[

4. Lmea
[ 10,15. NAM UR.
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1j. di ilet
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,. harmony
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11. illegal
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1. Mir

2. neyostle

3. Meriell

6. ~Pao
S. trait',
6. deliberate

7. yowl
S. dreedat

p.

10. mitt
U. writ
12. Med

1.

2.

1.

6.

S.

6.

7.

S.

,.
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11.
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Llama to Seep tie Pew

BEST COPY
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APPENDIX E BEST COPY

TO: TEACHERS HAVING STUDENTS AT THE GEN. ED. LEVEL

FROM: John Ramirez

RE: -TESTING THE GEN. ED. LEVEL PROMOTION TEST

DATE: JANUARY 3, 1983

We are currently in the process of evaluating the preliminary

versions of the promotion tests, developed for the Gen. Ed.

level. Your assistance in this effort is essential in order

to assess their validity as promotion instruments. Following

is some relevant background information on these tests:

1. REASONS FOR CREATING TEST: Based on suggestions from
various staff mZMET7---It is hoped that this test will
establish an objective standard for what the students
should know on a program-wide basis. Students will know
from the start that they will have to demonstrate what
they have learned in order to move on to the nextilevel.

2. FORMAT OF THE TESTS: Three (.1) sub-tests have been
prepared in the areas of Mathecatics, Science, and
Social Studies. Each sub-test has fifty (50) questions.
The Science and Social Studies sub-tests are multiple
c.soice. The questions attempt to measure not only
knowledge, but also specific skills (i.e., mtp reading,
finding the main idea, etc.).

3. SCOPE Or THESE TESTS: All questions are directly based
on topics in the Gen. Ed. check-off sheet. Whenever
possible (especially with the Science and Social Studies:,
the questions were written based on the LECTURAS and
INMORMACION lessons from the Folletos an3771770ainos.

4. STV4.LNTS TO SE TESTED: Only students that fall into either
one of these categories should be tested:

4.1 Students who have recently (in the last month)
completed in the Gen. Ed. check-off any or all
of the 3 content areas being tested.

4.2 Students who have almost (90%) completed any or
all of the 3 content areas being tested.

5. ADMINISTERING THE TEST: Needless to say, we consider
you an expert on this level. The time yon have dedicated
to teaching this level has given you valuable insight
on both the curriculum and the ability of these students.
Now you can help us at this point by doing the following:

5.1 BY MID-JANUARY, select those students you feel
fall into either category mentioned earlier and
administer the appropriate test(s).

5.2 It is acceptable to test students in one or two
areas only, if that is all they have (or nearly
have) conpleted.

5.3 At present, no time limit has been set, but it is
estimated that most students will finish each
sub-test in one (1) hour or less.

5.4 All three (3) sub-tests need not be given on
the same day/evening or in any order. However,
we recommend that each be completed in one sitting.

-72-
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BEST COPY
ADMINISTERING THE. TEST (CONT'D):

5.5 Answer keys have been provided for marking
the exams.

5.6 briefly discuss the experience with each
student. Note their reactions in the column
provided on the SUMMA SUET. Does their
impression of the test correspond with their
achievement on it?

5.7 Once students finish a test, ask them to fill
out a STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE. (If a student
takes all three sub-tests, he should complete
three questionnaires).

5.$ As the teacher, your impression of these sub..
tests is even more important. Provide us
with feedback. A special FEEDBACK sm! is
attached for this purpose. ALL, repeat, ALL
comments concerning this test 1711 be welcomed.
Should you note the need for correction, please
use one of the tests to make the necessary
corrections and send it along with your
FEEDBACK SHEET.

6. DATA COLLECTION AND RETRIEVAL:

Please return to this office BY JANUARY 20th:

1. TEACHER FEEDBACK SHEET.

2. STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES.

3. Data collection (SUMMARY) SHEET.

A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed
to ensure arrival at this office by the due date.

After collection of all feedback from participating centers,

data will be analyzed. Tests will be reviewed and changed

where necessary. The primary goal is to prepare a practical

and relevant test instrument which, in the end, will help

us in our joint effort to deliver quality instruction.

Thank you for your cooperation toward this end.

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Tests and answer sheets.
2. Answer keys.
3. Student questionnaires.
4. Teacher's feedback form.
S. Data collection (SUMMARY) sheets.
6. Stamped, self-addressed envelope.

-73_
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Bilingual Program
Auxiliary Services for Nigh Schools

FEEDBACK FORM

BEST COPY

Science
TEST BEING EVALUATED: Soc. Stud.

---Nathematics

1 Flees* rate the following items in terse of their appropriateness
ramping from* 1 very appropriate and suite/Ail

2-
3-
4-
5- not appropriate at all

Circle your choice. Please comment on any 4° or °SI rating.

1. Least!' of tests 1 2 3 4 S COOMSAts:

2. Types of questions chosen: 1 2 3 4 5 Comments:

3. Relevance of questions: 1 2 3 4 5 Comments:

4. Choice of illustrations: 1 2 3 4 5 Comments:

.IMINEN

S. Choice of reading passages: 1 2 3 4 5 Comments:

6. Language used in questions: 1 2 3 4 5 Comments:

11111..,

7. Level of difficulty of test: 1 2 3 4 S Comments:

S. Format of test: 1 2 3 4 5 Comments:

6. Ability of test to determine promotion: 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

10. Usefulness of test to assess student learning: 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

TEACHER'S NAM: CENTER:

-74-
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bilingual Prcgram
Auxiliary Services for Nigh Schools BEST COPY

TNACN14,6$ FEZDSACI roam (continued)

II GretbAL COMMENTS: (may be addressed once for all 3 tests)

1. Was there any specific item tor items) which you felt
should be revised?

2. Who should best administer these tests?

3. What do you feel is the best way to administer these tests?

4. Ela do you feel is the best tins to administer them?

.eramag...

It i.e hoped that these tests will help teachers in the
way they provide instruction. Now do you feel about
this assumption?

S. Please feel free to make any additional comments concerning
these tests.

-75-
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Bilingual Program
Auxiliary Services for High Schools

BEST COPY

CRITERION REFERENCED TEST - GENERAL EDUCATION LEVEL (FIELD TEST VERSION):

SUMMARt SHEET

NAMES OF STUDENTS

GIVEN ANY OR ALL

3 SUB - TESTS REACTION

li.,k5 la c,.1/

.-

f

1

}
l-

I

.
.

.

. 1 i
* IF STUDETr T.AS CO9PLETEP ,01EA, PERCENTAGE OF1.aERIAL COMPLETED.
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Evaluacion del examen de:

AL ESTUDIANTE:

Ciencias

Estudios Sociales

Matematicas

Sus comentarios acerca este examen que acaba de tomar
tiene such& importancia para los maestros que lo han
preparado. Necesitamos esta evaluacion pare poder
lograr que esta prueba sea lo mejor posible y tenga
validez para determinar quien esta listo para pasar
de nivel.

Indica su opinion sobre cada una de las siguientes
declaraciones haciendo una marca (1() en el espacio para
"si" o "no". Por favor explique el porque cuando
contests que "no" para algo, e indique cual examen
esta evaluando.

. El numero de preguntas que tenia este examen estaba bien:

SI ) NO ( ) Comentarios:

Las preguntas en este examen estaban claras: SI ( ) NO ( )

Comentarios:

. En la clase yo habia estudiado todo sobre lo que se pregunto
en el examen: SI ( ) NO ( ) Comentarios:

4 dibujos o mapas estaban facil de entender: SI ( ) NO ( )

Comentarios:
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5. La dificultad de las lecturas estaba bien, ni muy facil, nimwd, dificil: SI ( ) NO ( ) Comentarios:

6. Era comodo anotar las respuestas para este examen: SI ( ) NO ( )

Comentarios:

7. Un examen como este es la mejor forma para que el maestro(a)
sepa quien debe pasar deKnivel: SI ( ) NO ( )

Comentarios:

8. Si el estudiante ha hecho su trabajo en clase bien, sacara buenanota en este examen SI ( ) NO ( ) Comentarios:

Cualquier otro comentario:

Muchas gracias.
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YES NO

APOEMDIX F

AUXILIARY SERVICES FOR HIGH SCHOOLS

BILINGUAL PROGRAM BEST C
TEACHER: CHECK-LIST OF IMPLEMENTATION

Check (V) yes or no for each item below:

1. Does each student have a work folder?

2. Is a curriculum check-off sheet (Gen. Ed. or Pre- or HSE) and log

included in the folder?

3. Are entries made (check marks, dates, comments) on check-off/lox

indicating
completion/progress for each topidcof each subject

area (grammar,
reading/lit, S.S., Sci., Math)?

4. Are books, program-provided and,or teacher-made materials for

EACH Subject area topic/lesson (on check-off) readily available

for and used by staff and students?

5. For General Education and Pre-HSE levels, is the majority of

instruction individu*lized?

6. For HSE exam preparation
level,clasc,or group, are you aware of

which students are to complete 1 phase, E phases, or 3 phases

and the projected exam dates for each?

7. Is the overall class management
(sub-grouping, materials etc.)

efficient and well-organized?

8. Is the paraprofessional
thoroughly familiar with the curriculum,

use of check-offs, materials etc.?

9. Are .complete and accurate attendance records kept in class?

10. Are student absences regularly and periodically reported to

the counseloWiTaiTir?

11. Is individual student progress, problems, recommendations
for

"promotions" etc. reported to counselor/advisor?
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YES NO

AUXILIARY SERVICES FOR HIGH SCHOOLS

BILINGUAL PROGRAM

COUNSELOR: CHECK-LIST OF IMPLEMENTATION

Check ( yes or no for each item below:

1. Does each student have a counseling folder which includes required

intake forms, comments or notes on counseling needs and all data

or information to be transcribed on evaluation data forms?

2. Are all test scores etc. entered on a Student Cumulative Record

Card or recorded in a way and place where they are accessible

and easily retrievable
for examination and entry on data forms?

3. Are accurate and complete counseling check-off caseload rosters

maintained?

4. Do you maintain
transmittal forms to enter names of students

referre4/placed in job training programs and the exact type

of training or job? (also for HSE exam referrals).

5. Do you keep completi and updated information on the college

summary sheet?

6. Is there regular and perioetommunication (follow-up, conferences etc.)

with your students' teacher(s) regarding progress, attendance,

problems etc.? (review of the claarcheck-offsheet).

7. If a student withdraws from the program, is there a follow-up

(to return to the program; the reason he /she left etc.)?

Note: Complete data forms milt be submitted for students who

withdraw from the program. Records must, therefore, be kept.

8. Are referrals made as needed to other programs, community or

social service agencies?

9. Are you prepared to organize and schedule career/vocational

workshops with your students?

10. Is college counseling
being provided to your students?

11. Are you thoroughly
familiar with the curriculum and instruction

received by your students?

12. Are your students
participating on a Student Council?

13. Are you prepared to help plan extra-curricular and special

activities (cultural,
graduation etc.) for students?

NOTE: WHEN YOU RECEIVE EVALUATION DATA FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS, YOU WILL BE ABLE

TO BETTER DETERMINE RECORD-KEEPING NEEDS FOR REQUIRED INFORMATION.
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Curticulum

BEST GOPY
NEEDS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONA1RE

Materials Staff development

In order to better determine your needs and, therefore, the direction the

program takes, activities and projects it plans, please complete this questionneir(;.

...Check-offs refer to NLA, ;en. Educ. and Pre-HSE.

.Syllabus refers to HSE preparation level.

For each item, please indicate a NEEDS RATING (circle a number 1 thru 5) based on

your determination of PRIORITIES since the program has already established the

long-range need for all of the items indicated.

Least need 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 Greptest need *Leave blank any. item which in no wav

aorates to vour_ teaching aggirzrm^qt_

2 3 4 5) 1. Development of reading exercises for check-off "lectures".

2 3 4 2. Development of exercia6s and/or "lessons" (activities) fa:

check-off S.S./Sci. "informacian" topics.

2 3) 4 5 3. Selection, development and/or adaptation of materials for

missing "infermactiin" ibpics.

3 4 5 4. Exercises for check-off/syllabus gzammar (language) and/or

mathematics topics.

2 3 4 5 5. Materials for check-off/syllabus grammar /math.

.) 3 4 5 6. Distribution of
resource/reference and/or class set BOOKS

2 3 4 7. Development of evaluation tests to measure student performance

(mastery) in subject area concept acquisition and/or reading

skills development.

2 3 4 5', 8. Criterion-referenced tests to help determine satisfactory

completion of a particular check-off sheet ("promotion")

2 3 4 5 9. Technical assistance (training) in the teaching of reading.

2) 3 4 5 10. Assistance in individualized instruction.

) 2 3 4 5 II. Classroom and resource management.

2 3 4 5) 12. Teaching the check-off/syllabus content areas.

2 3 4 5) 13. Teaching students in need of Native Lanzuaze Arts (NLA).

\ 2 3 4 5 14. Paraprofessional (role
definition/expectations and training)

2 3 4 5 15. Other:

2 3 4 5 16. Other:

OnfENTS/SUCGESTIONS: Please outline on other side of questionnaire.
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NAME

LEVEL

CENTER

Auxiliary Services for High Schools

Bilingual Program

EVALUATION AND PLANNING

(Gen. Ed. Pre.-HSE, or ESE Prep.)

Self-Evaluation QUESTIONNAIRE

BE S

PART I - EVALUATION

Directions: Please rate your own progress in having implemented the curriculum

(topics, materials, methods) which was begun this school year.

(Note: For items rated "1" thru "4", be prepared to explain your intentions

in Past II of this Questionnaire)

(Circle a number 1 thru 5 or NA teir each item below)

NOT FULLY NOT

Implemented: Implemented: Applicable:

1 2 3 4 5 NA

,mb

1-2-3-4-5-NA 1. GRAMMAR (or Lang. Arts) Check-off Topics

1- 2- 3- 4 -5 -NA 2. MATH Check-off Topics

1-2-3-4-5-NA 3. REAPING Check-off Topics

1- 2- 3- 4 -5 -NA 4. SOCIAL STUDIES Check-off Topics

1- 2- 3- 4 -5 -NA 5. SCIENCE Check -off Topics

1-2-3-4-5-NA 6. INDIVIDUALIZING

1- 2- 3- 4 -5 -NA 7. KEEPING CHECK-OFF SHEET (filled out)

1- 2- 3- 4 -5 -NA 8. ARTICULATION WITH COUNSELORS AND ADMINISTRATION

1-2-3-4-5-NA 9. WORKING WITH PARPROFESSIONAL (OR TEACHER)

I-2-3-4-5-NA 10. KEEPING STUDENT WORK FOLDERS

1-2-3-4-5-NA 11. MATERIALS FOR ALL CHECK-OFF TOPICS;(PROGRAM-PROVIDED OR OTHERS)

12. Make any general comments you would like on your implementation thus

far. While reserving specific remarks on the above items for Part II,

you might feel that you have a need to note any effects of your

implementation. (This is optional). Please write comments on the

back of this sheet.
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BEST COPY
PART II - Planning for Future Implementation of Current Curriculum

Directions: Do either or both

A. Explain any reasons or intentions for itdms in Part I that you

circled 1 through 4

and/or

B. Mention for any item below, additional curriculum topics, material

or methods that you feel should be nit included in your planning

for next year or for program-wide planning for next year.

1. GRAMMAR (OR LANGUAGE ARTS) -

2. MATH 7

3. READING -

4. SOCIAL STUDIES-

5. SCIENCE -

6. INDIVIDUALIZING -

7. KEEPING CHECK-OFF SHEET AND FOLDER UP TO DATE

8. RELATIONS AMONG ADMINISTRATORS, COUNSELORS, TEACHERS, PARAPROFESSIONALS.

9. MATERIALS FOR COVERING ALL TOPICS (PROGRAM -PROVIDED OR OTHERS)

10. OTHER:
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PART III - STAFF TRAINING/CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

NEW DiPLEMINTATION OF PROPOSAL

Directions: Please respond to any or all of the following its with suggestions

for activities in your Classroom or for program wide events.

I. Meetings, Workshops and/or conferences -

(Topics, Frequency, Location, Participants, etc.)

2. Lesson writing and other planning by individuals.

3. M.E.L.E.'s and E.L.E.'s

4. Career/Vocational Lessons.

5. Extra-curricular activities.

6. Staff relations:

7. Administration:

8. OTHER:
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TO: CIENTIR ADMINISTRATORS, IBL MOMS, BILINGUAL TRACERS, ADVISORS

ROMs John lanires, Coordinator

RR: Mai ANNUAL COOINZIM (April 8 - 10)

The New York State Arsooiation for Bilingual Rdscation (MAW is having
its annual amfarence at the Rye Town Itilton intro, New York, an Aural 8th

2121111101

Based,on previous conferences, the format will be similar to thiss

Priday, April 8th: registration 600 - 9200 p.n.
opeantgeneral session 9:00 - 10,00 p.m.
fundraiser/oultural'activities 10 :00 - 12:00

Saturday, April 9th: registration 9200 - 500 p.m.
oomourrent workshop/1 9:00 - 600 p.n.
testimonial lwooheon 12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

banquet/dinosi 7 :00 -1:00 a.m.

Sunday, April 10th: oonourrert vorkahops 9:00 12 :00 noon.

While no specifics are available, the workshops oover all aspects of
bilingual education (native language acquisition, ISLieeoond language acquisi-
tion, theory vs. practical, *to.) and other issues relive:int to bilingual

educators. All languages will be represented in thee. workshops.

TO INCOONAGE STOP MOMMORS TO TAU MANIACS OP 'PHIS OPPORTUNITY, IRS 11L111GUAL
mauticax !NUM =MIN= Rommumar /in ($50) POI ASTMS ATTUDINO.

If interested, call no at 292-7427 befori 3:00 p.n. /rids', ayes can go
to the conference registration area Saturday morning and ask for Dr. Bois - Scott,

conference chairperson. Identity yourself as working for AWN sign the
attendance sheet, and you will receive your conference packet.

Administrators are, of course, also invited to attend, as well as any other
staff member (whether professional or paraprofessional) who wishes to learn
more about the principles of bilingual education.

Pleas. be aware that all other memos (lunch, transportation, banquet, *to)
must be borne by the staff aembar as well as individual arrmigesents.

Rope to simi nary of your there.
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71111410

el 12 de aayo do 1983

CATERIDO8 10008 DE LA COMMIDAD:

Istdn cordialmente inwitados a aaistir a nuastra quints anaal Asamblea de

Honoree. Esta ocasidn tan importante y sitabre tendr4!lugar el cartes, 31 de map

de 1983, a las *taco de la tarde, en .3. auditorio del Centro de Inseams* de

Jamaica.

En ese dfa, queremos dar homenaje a nuestros estudiantes que tuvieron 4ito

en el examen deliquivalensia de la lamas Sacundaria, a los que son meritorios, y

a los que van a sufrir el mum de lquivalenoia de la Eacuela Secundaria durante

el mes de junio, 1983. De part de is facultad docents del Centro de Ens4;2nsa,

May 12, 1983

DEAR FENDS Of TIM COMMIT!:

You are cordially invited to attend, our Fifth Annual Awards Assembly. This

most important and celebrated occasion will take place on Tuesday, May 31, 1983,

at 5:00 P.M., in the auditorium of the Jamaica Learning Center.

On this day, we want to give tribute to our students who were successful in

passing the High School Equivalency Examination, to our meritorious students, and

to those who will be taking tip High School Equivalency. Examination during the

month of June, 1983.

On behalf of the teaching staff of the Le Center,*6/4(

'Agar r Hawkins, Bilingual Uuidance Counselor

-86-
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The Parent Advisory Council of the Bilingual Program of Auxiliary

v'rvices for High Schools net on January 20, 1983 at the Brandeis Center

:ram 5:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

John P. Ramirez, Coordinator of the Bilingual Program of ASHS,

presented a status report to the members of the Council. He reported

to then that the program had received Title VII funding from Sept.

1982 to August 1985. He mentioned that the program had added 3 new day

sites: J.H.S. 136 in Bronx, Linden Blvd in Brooklyn and Lincoln Square

in Manhattan, and one new evening site, Grady Learning Center in Brooklyn.

In addition, the Chinese component has been introduced in 2 "old" sites

,Julia Richman in Manhattan L J.H.S.10 in Queens). Plans are being

:.:rmulated for expanding the Haitian component as well.

Alma T. Warner, Assistant Coordinator of the Bilingual Program in

ASHS, presented Information to the group regarding the number of graduates

the program had last year and reported that the palmed percentage rate

for the program was 80%, Members inquired if there was any threat that

the GED exam would be suspended this year as it had been in the spring

;982, but it was reported that there had been no such rumors or reports

heard.

As the meeting continued it was noted that most of the individuals

attending were students within the program. There was a question as to

why more parents didn't attend. After some discussion and endhange of

ideas, the group was reminded that ASHS is a secondary school program

whole students are between 16-22 years in the day centers and over 21

in the evening centers. Many students attending this meeting stated

that they lived independent of their parents, several were parents

tnemselves and others stated that their parents would not venture to

meeting held far from their homes. For these reasons, it became evident

::at it is likely that the Advisory Council meetings would find its largest

)::endance to be by members who are themselves students within the program

us .ono ',Jere selected to represent their sites by their peers. With this

,tew of things, it was proposed that a questionnaire be developed to

'!eter:ane how our Students/Parent Advisory Council members and their

miassmates viethe Bilingual Program at their sites. In the questionnaire,

there would also be some questions relating to attendance at the Advisory

Council meetings'and how many students think their parents should represent

-.nm and would actually attend future meetings.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:30 p.m.
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Adulb4budent High School
383 East 139th Street, 3rd Floor (Corner of Willis Avenue)
Bronx, N.Y. 10454

-.,"PlIt'i. 10: 00 Am ..112211:30,Ipivi!

Services
Career Development Information and Referral

Cbunseling Medicaid

curt Services Parent Helpline

Day Care Preventive Services

Family Problems
Services for Visually Impaired

Flood Stamps
Services bo Pregnant Teenagers

Health Social Services

Boma Care Summer Youth Employment

PARTICIPATING AGENCIES

Access to Services

Department for the Aging

Department of Health

Department of Probation

SPONSORED BY:

HnpAnp1,
S R

HRA/DOE Summer Youth Employment Program

HRA/Pood Stamps T.E.N. Program

HRA/GSS Parent Helpline

HRA/Medical Assistance Program

GSS rsliM


